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SUMMARY 
 
The use of bearings can be found in virtually all aspects of mechanical systems 
today.  Reliability of these critical components is an important issue.  Fatigue 
performance of bearings is a function of many factors, including service conditions, 
loading, material properties, environmental factors, and manufacturing processes.  Crack 
nucleation, first spall generation and spall growth in rolling contact fatigue (RCF) are 
known to be highly sensitive to the heterogeneity of the microstructure.  Yet the current 
state-of-the-art in the design of high performance bearing materials and microstructures is 
highly empirical requiring substantial lengthy experimental testing to validate the 
reliability and performance of these new materials and processes.  The approach 
presented here is designed to determine the relative rolling contact fatigue performance as 
a function of microstructural attributes.  Both an efficient geometric finite element model 
and an advanced two-phase material model were developed to address this complex 
problem.  
A fully three-dimensional finite element modeling allows for end effects to be 
captured that were not previously possible with two-dimensional plane-strain models, 
providing for a more realistic assessment of inclusion morphology and arbitrary 
orientations.  The scaling of the finite element models has been optimized to capture the 
cyclic microplasticity around a modeled inclusion accurately and efficiently.  To achieve 
this, two scales of geometric models were developed to incorporate different sized 
microstructural phenomena, with both models using traction boundary conditions derived 
from Hertzian contact stresses.   
xxvii 
 
A microstructure-sensitive material model adds additional capability.  A hybrid 
model that includes both martensite and austenite phases with additional internal state 
variable to track the volume fraction of retained austenite due to stress-assisted 
transformation were developed.  This represents an advance over previous models where 
transform plasticity and crystal plasticity were not simultaneously accounted for in a 
homogenized element containing both phases.    
Important links between microstructural features and fatigue indicator parameters 
(and thus relative fatigue performance) were determined.  Demonstration cases show the 
relationship between inclusion orientation and relative fatigue performance, allowing for 
the identification of critical angles which maximize fatigue and reduce performance.  An 
additional case study showed that increasing initial volume fraction of retained austenite 
reduces relative fatigue life.  The tools developed allow for investigations of the influence 
of many microstructural aspects on relative fatigue performance with a numerical model 
that were not previously possible. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  
 
 Bearings are an integral component in many mechanical systems.  Almost any 
device with moving parts relies on bearings for friction reduction and smoothness of 
operation.  Due to the crucial nature of such parts, reliability is of paramount importance.  
Bearing manufacturers must produce a long-lasting bearing at the lowest possible 
production cost.  Fatigue performance of bearings is a function of many factors, including 
service conditions, loading, material properties, environmental factors, and 
manufacturing processes.   
 
 
Figure 1. Typical roller bearing assembly. 
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 During material production, the formation of inclusions is common in bearing 
steels. Their distribution can vary greatly from supplier to supplier, and orientations are 
affected by the flow of material during processing.  Bearing manufacturers must choose 
between costlier suppliers with the cleanest steels, and cheaper sources with more 
inclusions.  Empirical relationships between the cleanliness of bearing steels and fatigue 
life have been created previously with experimental data.  However, experimental work 
on bearing fatigue can be costly and take long amounts of time to complete, and thus it 
desirable to have a numerical model for predicting plastic damage due to inclusions of 
varying location, size, and orientation.  With a numerical model, many different cases can 
be tested efficiently.      
 
 Previous work in numerical modeling of inclusions has been conducted in two 
dimensions, but based on indications from historical experience with inclusion-related 
bearing fatigue life data it is believed that out-of-plane orientations of the long axis of 
elongated inclusions are associated with minimum bearing life.  Inclusions of this type 
cannot be modeled in a two-dimensional context due to asymmetry, and a three-
dimensional modeling technique is required to study arbitrary inclusion orientations 
relative to the contact surface.  
 
  Most bearings are designed against their intended load to remain well within the 
elastic range, assuming a homogeneous, pure material.  Stress concentrations caused by 
inclusions raise the maximum stress, but often it is not high enough to predict plastic 
behavior with the J2 plasticity formulation.  However, at the microscopic level, the 
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material is heterogeneous, containing inclusions, either hard (e.g., Al2O3, TiN) or soft 
(e.g., MnS) non-metallic inclusions, primary carbides, multiple phases (martensite and 
small amounts of retained austenite, bainite patches), as well as crystallographic features 
associated with each phase [26,36].  Therefore, it is of interest to understand the plastic 
behavior occurring due to presence of inclusions, which is controlled by cyclic 
microplasticity.  In order to model the complex hierarchical microstructure of lath 
martensite which is commonly observed in heat-treated bearing steels, a crystal plasticity 
material model must be employed local to the inclusion.  In addition, it is of interest in 
steels with significant content of retained austenite to account for the volumetric 
transformation strain caused by austenite-martensite transformations under loading.  Thus 
a two-phase model is employed to account for both transformation and damage plasticity 
phenomena.  Calibrated with uniaxial cyclic loading experiments conducted on 
specimens, the model is a useful tool in computing candidate driving forces phenomena 
such as spall and fatigue crack formation/growth, which depend on microstructural 
features.  Fatigue indicator parameters motivated by critical plane multi-axial fatigue 
approaches can then be used to study the relative influence of different microstructure 
attributes on fatigue life.  This project focuses on the analysis of a bearing steel 
containing explicit microstructure attributes at some depth below the contact surface.  
Recent work performed by Prasannavenkatesan and co-workers [42,61] on gear steels has 
demonstrated the potential of such focus on microstructure in investigation of fatigue 
performance, and also serves as inspiration for this work in bearing steel. 
 
  This work was performed under t
(CCMD).  The Center’s goal is to create a virtual studio of materials design tools
project fits into that overall goal by d
enable the design of fatigue and fracture
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and frictional sliding.  The geometric model developed can also support other material 
models including microstructural transformations, crack, and carbon content variations 
with depth.  Another area of application within the CCMD is the Air Force Research 
Lab’s interest in the heat treatment of carburized stainless bearing steels such as 
Pyrowear 675 [58].  Checking microstructural attributes’ effects on fatigue performance 
via a numerical model would greatly enhance the ability to make heat treatment decisions 
on new alloy systems.  The modularity of the tools developed makes them an invaluable 
part of the CCMD.   
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 
 
In order to create an effective tool for rolling contact fatigue simulations, 
understanding in several key areas are necessary.  Microstructural characteristics, current 
fatigue models, and material constitutive formulations are all key components in building 
an improved finite element simulation tool. 
 
2.1 Direction Conventions and Nomenclature 
 Before proceeding further, an understanding of the coordinate system conventions 
and naming will be explained.  The rolling direction, or direction in which the bearing 
travels along the race, is the x-axis.  The long axis of the roller is defined as the z-
direction, and the contact normal direction, vertically oriented, is the y axis, as depicted 
in Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3. Coordinate system naming conventions. 
z-axis  
x-axis  
y-axis  
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 When referring to inclusions, the long axis is often used to identify its orientation.  
Inclusions with long axes along the z-axis, or direction of the roller axis, are referred to as 
parallel, while those aligned with the rolling, or x-direction, are referred to as horizontal.  
Vertically oriented inclusions, aligned with the y-axis are simply called vertical, as 
depicted in Figure 4.  
 
Figure 4. Inclusion orientation nomenclature. 
 
 During parametric studies, the orientation of the inclusion can also be referred to 
by the plane in which plane its long axis may reside, if it is in one of two common planes 
used in orientation effects studies.  Orientations at angles within the x-y plane are 
referred to as “in-plane”, and orientations within the y-z plane are referred to as “out-of-
plane”. 
 
z  
x  
y  
Parallel 
Horizontal 
Vertical 
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2.2 Microstructural Characteristics in Rolling Contact Fatigue 
 There are key microstructural attributes associated with rolling contact fatigue.  
One such feature is that the crack formation location is subspace, and another that is 
common in martensitic steels is the presence of crack initiation in the direction of so-
called “butterfly wings”, as seen in Figure 5 [2].   
 
Figure 5. Butterfly wings [2]. 
 
An inclusion is most often the source of these butterfly wings, which are pockets 
of altered martensite microstructure, and are often found at angles as shown relative to 
the contact surface.  This behavior is usually not found in materials with significant 
amounts of austenite phase yet to be transformed, as it absorbs the energy and becomes 
converted into martensite first [2].  The accumulation of damage near a non-metallic 
inclusion is caused by the differences in mechanical properties between the inclusion and 
Rolling Direction
Inclusion
Butterfly wings
 the base metal [6].   So
patterns, either in one direction or both, depending on whether the cyclic loading is 
reversed or not [53].  Their location along the regions of maximum shear strain (also 
diagonal to the inclusion) can be seen in
becomes transformed as high plastic strains accumulate, forming the aforementioned 
pockets of altered martensitic structure.  
 
Figure 
    
 Inclusions can appear singly, as shown in 
chains known as stringers
often treated as a single, rectangular inclusion.  The orientation of such stringers can have 
a significant effect on fatigue performance.
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-called white-etching areas are typically found in diagonal 
 Figure 6.  Retained austenite in these regions 
 
6. White etching near inclusion [53]. 
 
Figure 6, or grouped together in lo
, as shown in Figure 7.  When in close proximity, t
     
 
ng 
hese are 
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Figure 7. Stringers of inclusions. 
    
The microtexture of the material, which can form during the service of a bearing, 
is dependent on loading, temperature, and number of cycles, has been shown to control 
spall morphology in bearings under RCF [56].  Shown in Figure 8 are spall formations, 
for various loading and temperature combinations.  These spalls are initiated by 
subsurface cracks, whose orientation depends on the crystallographic orientation of the 
material.  Note that inclusions are not always the source of such spalls; the texture of the 
base metal is also a determining factor in their formation, as well as temperature, number 
of cycles, and loading values.   An elevation in temperature at the same loading can have 
significant effect on texture and spalling, as shown Figure 8 (a) and (c).  The specimen 
that experienced a maximum contact pressure of 3.3 GPa at 45 ˚C for 15 x 108 
revolutions shows no texture development or crack growth leading to spalling, whereas 
an elevation in temperature to 90 ˚C for 1 x 108 revolutions reveals {111}<211> 
dominated texture and a shallow, irregular-bottomed spalls.  A higher maximum contact 
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pressure of 4.8 GPa at 55 ˚C for 2 x 108 revolutions, shown in Figure 8 (b), yields a 
deeper spall formation of regular-bottom shape with {100}<110> texture dominant.       
 
Figure 8. Microtexture and spalling for the cases of (a) 3.3 GPa at 45 ˚C for 15 x 108 
revolutions, (b) 4.8 GPa at 55 ˚C for 2 x 108 revolutions, and (c) 3.3 GPa at 90 ˚C for 1 x 
108 revolutions [56]. 
  
 With heat treatments playing a large role in the configuration of near-surface 
microstructure in treated components, there is a distinct advantage to those concerned 
with surface treatments by having a tool available to predict effect of various 
microstructural characteristics (which can be controlled by processing) on fatigue 
performance.  Heat treatment and quenching parameters were also studied for 52100 
series bearing steels by Bhattacharyya et al. [8], with an experimental data approach.  A 
key goal of this project was to allow for numerical predictive modeling of the effects of 
microstructural variations (such as those caused by heat treatments, for example) on a 
given material.  The use of 41XXX steel was chosen for the demonstration case, but the 
methods developed herein can be applied to any variety of materials the end user would 
like to investigate. 
       
(a)                     (b)                     (c)
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2.3 Rolling Contact Fatigue Models 
2.3.1 Empirical Models 
 Early rolling contact fatigue models have been empirically based.  A classic life 
expectancy model used by bearing manufactures is a Weibull analysis.  For a given 
applied force P, the approximate fatigue life L in millions of cycles can be estimated by 
 
nCL
P
 
=  
 
 
(1) 
where C is the load corresponding to an L10 life (life span associated with 90% reliability) 
of one million cycles for a given geometry and loading configuration, and n is a factor 
that depends on the bearing type [28], either 3 for a ball bearing or 10/3 for a roller 
bearing.  Building on this form, an empirical relationship which takes into account 
cleanliness of bearing steel in determining the L10 life is given by Equation (2) [27].   
 
n
10 1 2 3
CL a a a
P
 
= ⋅ ⋅  
 
 
(2) 
where a1, a2, and a3 are life-adjustment factors for probability of failure, bearing steel 
cleanliness, and lubrication, respectively.  These statistical models were created with 
experimental data.  Since bearings are designed with long service durations in mind, 
physical life testing of a new bearing process or a new bearing design can take months of 
run time on roller bearing fatigue testing machines.  The high cost of developing these 
tests can hinder the process, and limits the number of variants that can feasibly be tested 
[11].  Thus it is desirable to have a numerical model for predicting fatigue life as a 
function of changes in structure due to processing including the attributes of inclusions or 
other important features of the microstructure.      
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2.3.2 Finite Element Models 
 Previous attempts at modeling rolling contact loading with finite elements have 
been largely two-dimensional.  A rolling contact simulation with an inclusion at varying 
depth and Hertzian load distribution on semi-infinite domain was performed by Raje et 
al. [43].  Among the results presented are stress concentrations in the bearing steel and 
their variation with the modulus of the inclusion and its orientation.  It was shown that 
increasing inclusion modulus yields a higher stress concentration.  Additionally, they 
demonstrated that inclusions oriented perpendicular to the contact surface caused higher 
stress concentrations than those oriented parallel to the surface [43].  Another two-
dimensional analysis of inclusion effects on short crack nucleation and propagation was 
performed by Melander [36], in which a finite element model containing a circular 
inclusion was analyzed with different contact conditions (bonded, de-bonded, etc.).  The 
work provided relationships between inclusion-metal interface conditions and the 
nucleation and growth of fatigue cracks [36].  They concluded that both cracks in 
inclusions and partial disbonding of the inclusion-matrix interface can increase the 
propensity for fatigue crack growth [36].  Both of these areas must be well understood to 
compare rolling contact fatigue performance against inclusion and microstructural 
characteristics.  However, in order to examine the orientations of elongated inclusions 
that are most commonly associated with reduced bearing life, a three-dimensional model 
like the one developed herein is needed.  Another key reason for moving to a fully three-
dimensional model is the ability to capture end effects; while a plane-strain assumption 
for a roller bearing race is valid (the roller is long compared to the contact width), the 
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inclusions are not semi-infinite in length, and thus end effects in the out-of-plane 
direction cannot be captured without a fully three-dimensional model.  
 
2.4 Contact Mechanics 
  Analytical formulation of contact between non-conforming bodies is the basis for 
the traction boundary conditions that this model uses.  While this study concentrates on 
roller bearing applications, the methodology laid out can be used for ball bearing 
applications and gears as well.  The Hertzian formulation of contact between cylinders, 
which can be equated to a cylinder-on-half-space equivalent, is used to calculate the 
stress state of a pure material at a specific depth and location [21].  Bearings typically are 
designed to remain in the elastic range of the material’s macroscopic behavior.  The 
formulation for elastic Hertzian contact pressure in the contact region for the body types 
stated is given as 
 
2
0
xp(x) p 1
a
 
= ⋅ −  
 
 
(3) 
where p0 is the peak pressure and a is the contact half-width.  To find the stress state at a 
given location within the half-space body, singular integral equations must be evaluated 
using the pressure distribution given in Equation (3) and are given by the following: 
 
( )
( )
2
a
xx 2a 2
2 y x s p(s)1 ds
x s y−
⋅ ⋅ − ⋅
−
σ =
pi  
− +
 
∫  (4) 
 ( )
3
a
yy 2a 2
1 2 y p(s) ds
x s y−
− ⋅ ⋅
σ =
pi  
− +
 
∫  (5) 
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( )
( )
2
a
xy 2a 2
2 y x s p(s)1 ds
x s y−
⋅ ⋅ − ⋅
−
σ =
pi  
− +
 
∫  (6) 
    ( )zz xx yyσ = ν ⋅ σ + σ  (7) 
When these singular integral equations are integrated, for a given depth location the 
stresses vary with x-location as shown by the solid lines in Figure 9. 
 
Figure 9. Hertzian stress components as a function of x-location within the subsurface 
space at a given depth of y=0.5a [21]. 
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Also shown in dotted lines are the alterations in the stress field caused by a residual stress 
state brought on by inelastic Hertzian contact.  Note the blunting of the maximum stress 
amplitude due to the residual stresses reached during shakedown passes.  Of interest in 
these inelastic loading cases is the cyclic state of the subsurface stress, particularly the 
xyσ  orthogonal (or, “in-plane”) shear stress.   Shown in Figure 10 is the amplitude 
variation of the orthogonal shear stress and the orthogonal shear stress-strain behavior 
during inelastic Hertzian cyclic loading [21]. 
 
Figure 10. (a) Plastic shear stress amplitude over a roller pass, and (b) orthogonal shear 
stress-strain cycle over the roller pass [21]. 
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The cyclic behavior of the orthogonal shearing makes it an important component to 
investigate in any inelastic loading situation.   
 
2.5 Crystal Plasticity Formulation 
Crack formation in rolling contact fatigue is controlled by cyclic microplasticity.  
To capture microstructural effects on fatigue performance in the model, a crystal 
plasticity material formulation is used.  A rate-dependent model formulated by Asaro [5] 
and McGinty [33] was chosen.  The crystal plasticity algorithm begins with the 
multiplicative decomposition of deformation gradient (Figure 11).  
 
 
Figure 11. Crystal Plasticity Multiplicative Decomposition. 
 
The total deformation gradient is given by  
 
e pF F F= ⋅
  
 
(8) 
where eF

 is the elastic deformation gradient representing the elastic stretch and rotation 
of lattice, and
 
pF

 
is the plastic deformation gradient describing the collective effects of 
dislocation motion along the active slip planes relative to a fixed lattice in the reference 
I II
III
s
α

e pF F F=
  
eF

pF

n
α

0s
α

0s
α

0n
α

0n
α

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configuration.  Unit vectors ( )0s
α

 and ( )0m
α

 denote the slip direction vector and the slip 
plane normal direction vector, respectively, for the α th slip system in the intermediate 
configuration.  The values for these vectors for BCC martensite crystal plasticity are 
given in Appendix A. The resolved shear stress on each slip system is related to the 
Cauchy stress tensor according to  
 ( )( ) ( ) ( ): s mα α ατ = σ ⊗
 
 (9) 
where the slip direction and plane normal are rotated into the current configuration by 
Equations  (10) and (11).   
 
( ) e ( )
0s F s
α α
= ⋅
 
 (10) 
 ( ) T( ) e ( )0m F m−α α= ⋅
  
 
(11) 
Under the application of resolved shear stress, the shearing rates on the each slip system, 
( )αγ , are related to the plastic velocity gradient in the intermediate configuration 
according to  
 ( ) ( )slipN1P p p ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0
1
L F F s m
− α α α
α=
= ⋅ = γ ⋅ ⊗∑ 
   
 
(12) 
with ( )αγ  ascribed to follow the rate-dependent flow rule,  
 ( )
m( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
0 ( ) signg
α α
α α α
α
τ − χγ = γ ⋅ ⋅ τ − χ   (13) 
where 0γ  is the shearing rate coefficient.  Here, the slip systems are always active, and 
rate dependence is governed by m, the strain rate sensitivity exponent.  High values of m 
can effectively make the model quasi-rate independent as desired, while still retaining the 
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ability to incorporate rate dependence with a lower value.  The drag stress, ( )g α , and the 
back stress, ( )αχ , on the α th slip system evolve according to 
 
slip slipN N
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
dir dyn
1 1
g H g Hα β α β
β= β=
= ⋅ γ − ⋅ ⋅ γ∑ ∑    (14) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
dir dynA A
α α α αχ = ⋅ γ − χ ⋅ ⋅ γ  
 (15) 
 
where dirH  is the direct isotropic hardening coefficient, dynH  is the dynamic recovery 
coefficient for drag stress, dirA  is the kinematic hardening coefficient, and dynA
 
is the 
dynamic recovery coefficient for the back stress [34]. 
 
 
2.6 Transformation Plasticity 
To explore bearing performance in multi-phase alloys, the effects of retained 
austenite must be considered.  The austenite can promote ductility and can also induce 
residual stress fields due to volume expansion during the phase change.  Thus, the two-
phase model proposed herein must contain a formulation accounting for evolution of the 
volume fraction of grains, as well as the volumetric strains produced by such activity.   
Austenite to martensite transformation deformation parameters can be formulated 
in a manner described by Gall and Sehitoglu [16], with transformation directions and 
habit plane normals relative to orientation of a single crystal as depicted in Figure 12.    
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Figure 12. Transformation direction and habit plane normal [16]. 
 
 In keeping with the planned microstructural formulation of the two-phase model 
developed in this project, the stress-assisted transformation model proposed by Suiker 
and Turtletaub [50] was identified as the best choice for implementing transformation.   
Their formulation was chosen over other formulations for steels such as that proposed by 
Karaman and co-workers [24] because a key feature of the model is its multiplicative 
decomposition, similar in formulation to that of the crystal plasticity model that will be 
utilized.  The total deformation gradient is given by   
 
e trF F F= ⋅
  
 
(16) 
where eF

 is the elastic deformation gradient, and
 
trF

 
is the transformation deformation 
gradient which accounts for the volumetric expansion and shape strain of the austenite-
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martensite transition, relative to the reference configuration.  Unit vectors ( )0ˆb
λ

 and ( )0n
λ

 
correspond to the transformation direction, also sometimes referred to as the shape strain 
direction, and the habit plane normal, respectively, for the λ th transformation system in 
the intermediate configuration.  The values for these vectors for an FCC austenite 
transformation are given in Appendix B.  Transformation is said to occur when a critical 
driving stress on a given transformation system is reached.  The driving stress ( )trf
λ
 on a 
transformation system λ  is related to the transformation and habit vectors, and the 
Cauchy stress by  
 ( )( ) ( ) ( )tr T ˆf : b nλ λ λ= σ γ ⋅ ⊗
 
 (17) 
where the transformation direction and habit plane normal are rotated into the current 
configuration by       
 
( ) e ( )
0
ˆ ˆb F bλ λ= ⋅
 
 (18) 
 ( ) T( ) e ( )0n F n−λ λ= ⋅
  
 
(19) 
and Tγ  is the shape strain magnitude, a parameter which is uniform for all transformation 
systems.  When the driving stress in Equation (17) exceeds the critical driving stress ( )crf λ
for the transformation system, the rate of volume fraction transformation ( )λξ  on that 
system is given by  
 
( ) ( )
tr cr( )
max ( )
tr cr
f f1
tanh
f
λ λ
λ
λ
 
−
 ξ = ξ ⋅ ⋅
 ν
 
 
 (20) 
where maxξ  is the maximum rate of transformation, as the hyperbolic tangent reaches a 
maximum value of one.  The transform viscosity parameter trν  can be adjusted to control 
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the desired amount of rate dependence in the transformation.  Note that unlike the rate-
dependent crystal plasticity model laid out in the previous section, transformation is only 
active when the Macaulay brackets are satisfied; that is, only when ( )trf
λ
 exceeds ( )crf
λ
.  
The transformation is also uni-directional on each system (while ( )αγ  in Equation (13) 
can be positive or negative, ( )λξ  is only positive or zero).  There are 24 transformation 
systems for the austenite, and 12 of them are reverse vectors of the others.  This is 
employed to ensure that although transform can occur in either direction, the austenite 
can only transform into martensite, and not the reverse.  
The rates of transformation ( )λξ  must be non-negative because they have the 
physical meaning of the rate of volume fraction transform on that given system.  When 
summed together, they give the rate of change of the volume fraction transformed from 
austenite to martensite, which is then multiplied by the time step, ∆t, to obtain the total 
volume fraction transformed: 
 
transN ( )
trans
1
V λ
λ=
= ξ∑
i

 
(21) 
 transtrans V V t= ⋅∆
i
 
(22) 
 
where transV
i
 is the total volume fraction rate of transform of retained austenite, and transV  
is the total volume fraction transformed.  Limits placed on the system transform amounts 
( )λξ
 are based on the initial volume fraction of retained austenite in the material, 
designated as initialRA .  Transformation in sum, as well as on any given system, cannot 
exceed the initial amount of austenite present, as governed by Equations (23) and (24).   
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 trans initial0 V RA≤ ≤  (23) 
 
( )
initial0 RA
λ≤ ξ ≤
 (24) 
When activated, the transform rates ( )λξ  on the transformation systems drive the 
rate of change of the transform deformation gradient according to  
 ( )transNtr ( ) ( ) ( )T 0 0
1
ˆF b nλ λ λ
λ=
= ξ ⋅ γ ⋅ ⊗∑ 
 
 
(25) 
Additionally, the transform rates control the evolution of the critical driving force ( )crf
λ
via 
 
transN( ) ( )
cr
1
f Qλ η
η=
= ⋅ ξ∑   (26) 
where Q is the direct hardening parameter of transformation.  This accounts for the 
increased resistance to transform as more of the retained austenite becomes surrounded 
by transformed martensite.  The increase in resistance to transform on any system is 
assumed to be the same.  
 
2.7 Fatigue Indicator Parameters 
In order to understand the influence inclusion orientation, effects, and shapes on 
the driving force for subsurface fatigue crack nucleation distinguish, we must evaluate 
the cyclic plastic behavior of the material.  Two effective strain-based measures of this 
behavior are the ratcheting plastic strain increment, and the reversed cyclic plastic strain 
range [3].  The ratcheting plastic strain increment accumulated over one pass of the roller 
is given as:  
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( ) ( ) ( )p p pij ij ij
ratch End of Cycle Beginning Of Cycle
∆ε = ε − ε
 
(27) 
For convenience, the effective ratcheting plastic strain increment, hereon referred to as 
ERPSI, is defined as 
 ( ) ( )p p pratch,eff ij ij
ratch ratch
2
3
∆ε = ∆ε ∆ε
 
(28) 
                                                                   
The reversed cyclic plastic strain range over a given cycle is defined as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )p p pij ij ijcyc max ratchOver the Cycle∆ε = ∆ε − ∆ε  (29) 
Again, it is convenient to look at the value in a Von-Mises type effective formulation, the 
effective cyclic plastic strain range (ECPSR): 
 ( ) ( )p p pcyc,eff ij ijcyc cyc23∆ε = ∆ε ∆ε  (30) 
The ECPSR and ERPSI are simple scalar fatigue indicator parameters (FIPs).  Critical 
plane based FIPs can also be used [32].   
 A critical-plane approach is motivated by observation of planes in which fatigue 
cracks form.  The classical critical-plane approach is the Fatemi-Socie parameter [14]. 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
2p max
b cfmax n
FS f f f
y
P 1 k 2 N 2 N
2 G
  ′τ∆γ σ
′= ⋅ + ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ + γ ⋅ ⋅  σ 
 (31) 
where pmaxγ∆ /2 is the maximum plastic shear strain amplitude for the cycle, k is a 
parameter found by fitting uniaxial test data against torsion test data, maxnσ  is the 
maximum normal stress acting on the pmaxγ∆  plane, and yσ  is the yield stress.  The 
Fatemi-Socie parameter is an effective measure of the driving force for fatigue crack 
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nucleation in scenarios where cracks grow in planes of high shear [4], which is often the 
scenario in rolling contact fatigue.   
 Since ratcheting defined by Equations (27) and (28) plays a key role in damage 
accumulation surrounding inclusions, a modified Fatemi-Socie formulation proposed by 
Zhang and coworkers [60] is:   
 ( ) maxp nratch max
ratch
y
P 1 k
 σ
= ∆γ ⋅ + ⋅  σ 
 (32) 
with ( )pmax
ratch
∆γ  being the maximum ratcheting shear strain from the ratcheting strain 
field given by Equation (27), and all of the other parameters are the same as defined in 
Equation (31).     
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Goals 
The specific goal of this project is to develop structure-property-performance 
relations for rolling contact fatigue.  Whereas previous approaches to modeling rolling 
contact have relied on empirical data and macroscopic finite element models, this new 
approach seeks to capture explicitly the influence of microstructure on performance.  In 
addition, the previous numerical modeling has been primarily two-dimensional, thus 
neglecting key end effects which are addressed in the new three-dimensional technique.  
Approaching this task requires two key items to be developed: a geometric representative 
model, and polycrystalline material models sensitive to the attributes aforementioned.  
Key attributes for the geometric model are an accurate loading representation, and 
efficiency in running these models to simulate multiple passes of a bearing.  This will 
facilitate gauging relative fatigue performance of different realizations of microstructure 
including inclusion orientation, amounts and distributions of retained austenite, and 
microstructural characteristics such as grain distribution and sizing.  The material model 
must incorporate polycrystalline plasticity of martensite, as well as account for austenite-
martensite transformation and the associated inelastic transform strains.  Once developed, 
the long-term goal is to create a system in which other structural features, such as voids 
(cracks), transformed microstructure, and the influence of near-surface microtexture can 
be included.   
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Figure 13. Additional applications of developed model. 
 
This work focuses on free rolling. Tractive rolling, sliding and fretting cases are 
extensions of the current work by changing the boundary conditions on the geometric 
model.  Hence, problems involving gears and other normal/tangential contact problems 
can also be investigated using this methodology by changing the boundary conditions on 
the geometric model. 
 3.2 Geometric Finite Element Models 
When designing the geometric models, it was necessary to accurately represent 
the loading of roller bearings passing along a bearing race.  This involves re-creating the 
Hertzian loading condition of a portion of a half-space, as described by Equations (3) 
through (33).  It is also important to be able to efficiently conduct multiple simulated 
passes in the most efficient manner possible.  Bearing races are subject to very large 
numbers of cycles, with multiple bearings passing over a given location in the race 
through a single rotation of the accompanying part. 
Three scaling levels were considered in this project, using ABAQUS software [1].  
The first was a large-scale model, which models a chunk of the race large enough to 
crack inclusion
transformed structure
layered surfaces
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explicitly model the bearing load passing along its top (positive y-face) surface.  The 
second was a small-scale volume element model, designed to be small relative to contact 
width, and depicting the immediate volume surrounding a single inclusion.  And third, a 
sub-model, with scaling in-between the first and second models described.  The relative 
scaling of each are depicted in a schematic showing typical dimensions in Figure 14.    
 
Figure 14. Schematic depicting the relative sizes of the three model scales. 
 
Each model has advantages and disadvantages to consider, discussed herein, and 
are appropriate for different modeling situations.  
 
R = 12.83 mm
2a = 686 µm
Large scale, 5 x 2.5 x 2.5 mm 
Sub-model, 2 x 2 x 2 mm 
Volume element, 150 x150 x 150 µm
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3.2.1 Large-scale Model 
The purpose of the model is to generate an accurate far-field stress distribution 
relative to the inclusion size.  It was developed as an initial attempt to model a sizable 
portion of the bearing race.  The overall shape was a three-dimensional brick with elastic 
far-field zone, plastic zone near the inclusion, and elastic inclusion zone at depth, as 
depicted in Figure 15.  
 
Figure 15. Large-scale model setup. 
 
The boundary conditions are a fixed vertical (y) displacement of zero on the bottom 
surface (opposite the load application surface), and 3-D simply supported scheme at two 
corners of the bottom surface (x and z one corner, z another).  An elastic zone surrounds 
all sides of the plastic zone containing the inclusion, as seen by the hidden side view on 
the left.   The large-scale model shown was set up for a parallel orientation inclusion, and 
thus can take advantage of symmetry on the z-normal face.  The Hertzian contact 
x
y
z
y
 pressure provided by Equation
across 13 pressure application strips, as shown in 
Figure 
 
The application of this load can thus be “rolled” in increments as small as 1/13 of the 
contact width, to simulate a roller pass.  The increments were set large when the load was 
far from the inclusion, and space closer together when directly over the incl
This scheme of rolling for a single pass of a bearing is depicted in 
Figure 
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 (3) was applied discretely with trapezoidal application 
Figure 16. 
16. Contact pressure application scheme. 
Figure 
17. Pressure strip simulated pass. 
 
usion region.  
17.  
 
  
This loading and geometry scheme provides a
relative to the analytical solution.  The pressure application results in a smooth vertical 
normal stress component (
and right of the contact width, as shown at center loading in 
Figure 18
 
Examining the Tresca stress distribution at the same loading point, it can be seen that the 
characteristic stress field predicted by
finite element model.  Some end effects can be seen
but they are sufficiently far from the “hot zone” so as not to interfere with the important 
distribution at depth of max 
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n excellent stress distribution 
yyσ
 
), even in the higher pressure gradient areas on the far left 
Figure 18.  
. Large-scale model y-normal stress distribution.
 a Hertzian analytical loading is generated in the 
 at the lower corners of the model, 
Tresca stress.    
 
 
 Figure 19
   
 The large-scale model’s advantages are a simple loading scheme and boundary 
conditions, and accurate representation of the stress field at depths other than close to the 
model bottom support.  However, the model also presents several disadvantages. 
that in the previous figures, the mesh is fine enough to create a smooth stress state, but it 
is not small enough to accurately depict inclusion entities.  The already high element 
count would have to be increased eight
elements used.  Due to mapped meshing requirements in the ABAQUS software, brick 
elements must essentially be uniform in size over a 3
issue was addressed with tetrahedral elements to gauge if this could provide
was determined that although the tet
32 
. Large-scale model Tresca stress distribution.
-fold for every halving in size
-D model to mesh properly.  The 
rahedral elements allow for selective mesh 
 
 
 Note 
 of the brick 
 a solution.  It 
 refinement enough to allow inclusions
became much less smooth, as depicted in 
Figure 20
 
For the tetrahedral mesh shown above
typical single bearing pass took approximately 12 hours to complete on a Windows
PC with a 2 GHz processor.  For rolling contact fatigue analysis, at least three passes 
must be conducted in order to achieve shakedown and spot any cyclic plastic behavior, 
resulting in an average run time of 36 hours.  
models would amplify the run time significantly over the J
following several test scenarios with the large
computationally expensive for the mesh density required near the inclusions. 
considering the need for multiple cyclic passes, this scale of model was not feasible.
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 to be modeled, the resulting stress distribution 
Figure 20. 
. Tetrahedral meshing Tresca stress distribution.
, with elastic and elasto-plastic J
Insertion of crystal plasticity material 
2 formulation.  
-scale model setup, it was found to be too
 
 
2 elements, a 
-based 
Therefore, 
 
 When 
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3.2.2 Small-scale Volume Element Model 
 The small-scale volume element approach was conceived to study the plastic 
strain accumulation around smaller inclusions in better detail.  The stress state given by 
Equations (4) to (7) is applied as boundary conditions.  They are integrated in the user-
defined traction routine via a trapezoidal method.  In order to apply the stress state, the 
stress tensor is multiplied by the normal vector of the geometric face, giving the traction 
vector (Equation (33)). 
 
t N= σ⋅
  
 (33) 
From this equation, the traction boundary conditions for the models are generated. These 
loadings are applied to a subsurface volume element base material containing an 
inclusion, as depicted in Figure 21.  The size of the cubic volume element is chosen to be 
small relative to the contact size to provide a reasonable assumption of uniform (minimal 
gradient) stress distribution at the edges of the model.   
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Figure 21. Small-scale volume element scheme [21]. 
 
This allows for a very fine mesh surrounding the inclusion, to study the cyclic plastic 
strain accumulation local to a single inclusion and the corresponding likelihood of fatigue 
crack nucleation.  Given the scaling considerations, inclusions of size 10 x 10 x 50 µm 
and 10 x 10 x 10 µm were modeled, with a volume element of side length 150 µm.  At 
this size, the variation in stress components that are being approximated by uniform 
tractions is approximately 7% of the nominal value over the side length of the volume 
element.    
  Loads are applied as uniform tractions on each surface of the model, and a 3
simple support is applied at three corners of the model to eliminate rigid body modes.  
cutaway of the volume element model is shown, meshed with tetrahedral elements, 
depicting the loading applications in 
free meshing and an increased density immediately surrounding the inclusion.  Mesh size 
seedings are given for the model in 
Figure 
 
Table 1. Volume element mesh
Mesh Region
Inclusion
Matrix Inner Boundary
Matrix Outer Edges
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Figure 22.  The use of tetrahedral elements allows 
Table 1.      
22. Volume element load applications. 
 sizing for tetrahedral elements.
 Nominal Mesh Element Size
 1.25 µm 
 1.25 µm 
 15 µm 
-D 
A 
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The model simulates a pass by simply varying the magnitude of these traction boundary 
conditions in a series of segments.  The spacing of these loading points, shown in Figure 
23, is chosen such that linear interpolation between them will reasonably recreate the 
analytical stress variations as given by Equations (4) to (7).  This is implemented using 
the ramped amplitude option in ABAQUS.  For this model, nine discrete load points were 
chosen, as shown in Figure 23.  They provide a good representation of the stress 
component curves.  In addition, the x-location spacing of the load points was chosen such 
that a load step fell on the maximum positive and negative values of the maximum 
orthogonal shear stress (see the green curve below).  The y-location, or depth, of the 
volume element is chosen and remains a constant for the stress application calculations 
within the simulation.  Determination of the number of load steps to use involved 
manually increasing the number of load steps per pass until the results were within 
tolerance of each other.  The magnitude of the applied loading is such that without the 
inclusion as a stress riser, the model would remain in the elastic regime.  Thus, the curves 
shown in Figure 23 are those of the elastic Hertzian distribution depicted in Figure 9.   
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Figure 23. Loading application points for a simulated bearing pass. 
 
To apply these loads efficiently in ABAQUS, a user traction subroutine 
(UTRACLOAD) was created to calculate the traction vector for each face of the volume 
element, by computing the singular integral Equations (4) through (7) and then 
multiplying by the unit normal vector of the face (Equation (33)).  An input vector 
changes the x-coordinate in the calculations for each load step, while the y-depth is held 
constant.  To add versatility to the model, a rotation option was added to the 
UTRACLOAD.  By entering a direction cosine matrix, the stress state can be rotated 
from the global (load applied) coordinate directions to any chosen volume element 
orientation, 
 
T
VE GR Rσ = ⋅σ ⋅
  
 (34) 
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where Gσ

 is the stress in global coordinates, VEσ

 is the stress in the volume element’s 
rotated orientation, and R

 is the rotation matrix, whose columns are the direction cosines 
of the volume element’s coordinate axes relative to the global coordinates.     
By rotating the stress field, any inclusion orientation can be easily modeled 
without the need to re-mesh.  This also allows for the use of brick elements through 
mapped meshing, when the model is sub-divided into rectangular prism regions (all edges 
right angles). 
The volume element model with brick elements is divided using the partition tool 
within ABAQUS/CAE.  This allows meshing of the model with different material 
properties on a single part, assuming bonded interfaces.  Therefore, the inclusion, crystal 
plasticity region, and outer transition regions are all sharing common border nodes, as 
opposed to using contact formulations which can cause artificial stress risers.  The 
resulting partitions give 125 regions.  The central single region is the inclusion, as shown 
in Figure 24.   
 Figure 
 
All 26 regions immediately surrounding the inclusion are for the plastic (
section, highlighted in Figure 
providing a transition of the boundary condition stresses to the plasticity region.
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24. Inclusion region in volume element model. 
25.  The outside 98 regions are an elastic cushion zone 
J2 or crystal) 
     
 Figure 
 
 
3.2.3 Sub-model  
 Seeking to take the best attributes from both 
approaches, the sub-model was designed to allow larger inclusions and stringers of 
inclusions to be studied without the computational expense of the large
sub-model approach uses a
element model, with 2 x 
to the contact half-width to require a non
via a modification of the
small-scale model, where depth (y
constant over a face of the model.  In this case,
the coordinates of each element’s face as tractions are applied to them
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25. Plasticity region in volume element model. 
the small-scale and large
-scale model.  The 
 size roughly an order of magnitude larger than the volum
2 x 2 mm size base metal matrix, which is large enough relative 
-uniform traction distribution.  This is applied 
 user-defined traction routine UTRACLOAD developed
-location) and x-location are no longer considered 
 Equations (4) to (7) are calculate
.  These tractions 
-scale 
e 
 for the 
d using 
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give a stress distribution similar to what would be expected in a semi-infinite half-space.  
As can be seen in Figure 26, a plot of von Mises stress when the UTRACLOAD is 
applied, the scheme works well to deliver a smooth, analytical-matching stress 
distribution.  The arrows are representative of the traction vectors applied by Equation 
(33), scaled for magnitude and direction.  Note that on the top surface, the contact 
pressure is applied.  
 
Figure 26. Sub-model setup with non-uniform tractions applied. 
 
 Major advantages of this model are its ability to handle larger inclusions as well 
as stringers of inclusions, and to create a smooth non-uniform stress field over the model.  
In addition, since the model represents a region of the bearing race up to the surface, it 
would be an ideal model for future implementation of tractive rolling, sliding and fretting 
simulations.  The chief limitation for the model is a decidedly longer computation time 
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when compared with the volume element model.  Typically there is a ten times increase 
in computing time over the small-scale model for an equivalent number of load steps.  
 
3.2.4 Geometric Model Testing with J2 Plasticity  
 Before implementation of the newly developed material model, the geometric 
models were tested using conventional macro-plasticity.  To facilitate this, multiple-pass 
simulations were conducted using a J2 macro-plasticity model.  The 4145 steel response 
(fully martensite structure) was chosen as the base metal to test the geometric models, as 
it contains mostly a single-phase and has easily modeled material behavior.  The 
inclusions are composed of aluminum oxide (Al2O3), which is stiffer than the base metal.  
Basic material properties, inclusion attributes, and loading parameters for the model are 
given in Table 2.  The peak contact pressure is a modification from the value given for 
the loading case, specified by Timken as a typical bearing load test magnitude [11].  The 
load used here is 1.75 times the normal test load amount, and was overloaded such that 
the J2 plasticity model produces inelastic behavior with the inclusion present as a stress 
riser, but not without an inclusion.  The contact half-width, a, and the inclusion depth (the 
depth of maximum orthogonal shear) are functions of the peak applied loading.  Three 
inclusion shapes were used: a rectangular prism, a cubic, and a cylinder.  The 
nomenclature for their dimensions is given in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Inclusion dimension nomenclature for (a) cylindrical, (b) square, and (c) 
rectangular inclusion shapes. 
 
Table 2. Geometric model testing parameters. 
Material Properties Value and Units 
baseE  200 GPa 
baseν  0.3 
yσ  1500 MPa 
inclE  300 GPa 
inclν  0.2 
Inclusion Dimensions Value and Units 
L x W x D, rectangular 
inclusion 
50 x 10 x 10 µm 
L x Dia, cylindrical inclusion 50 x 10 µm 
L, cubic inclusion 10 µm 
Inclusion depth 267 µm 
Loading Parameters Value and Units 
0p  2.68 GPa 
a 344 µm 
 
 The J2 plasticity model with linear isotropic hardening available in ABAQUS was 
used.  Pairs of stress and plastic strain, given in Table 3, represent the experimental 4145 
L
Dia
L
LL W
D
L
(a)                       (b)                         (c)
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steel with a fully martensitic microstructure.  Linear interpolation was used between these 
points.   
 
Table 3. Stress-plastic strain points for J2 plsaticity with linear isotropic hardening 
Stress (MPa) Plastic strain 
1500 0 
1700 0.00448462 
1900 0.01059270 
2000 0.01501900 
2100 0.02249680 
2150 0.02858480 
2200 0.04367300 
 
Simulations were conducted for three inclusion shapes, with elongated inclusions 
oriented in various directions relative to the rolling direction.  The three-dimensional 
nature of the model provides important end effects that cannot be captured by earlier two-
dimensional models, as shown in Figure 28, which gives the effective plastic strain 
surrounding a rectangular inclusion in the parallel orientation.  The inclusion outline can 
be seen in the center, and the model is cut through the origin normal to the x-direction 
and z-direction.  Note the risers in accumulation of plastic strain near the end of the 
inclusion.      
 Figure 28. End effects of 3
 
Ratcheting behavior induced
Figure 6, can often lead to 
during the numerical testing of the geometric RCF models, where ratcheting plastic 
strains accumulated in the same locations.  
examined after each pass.  
inclusion after the first, second, and third
that on the initial pass, the areas above and below the inclusion accumulate the most 
plastic strain, due to the high normal strains in those areas.  
shakedown in subsequent passes.  The area of greatest plastic shear stra
shakedown is near the corners of the inclusion.  This corresponds well with the white 
etched areas of Figure 6, which depict areas that experienced high plastic strains
46 
-D model on effective plastic strain.
 by high shear areas, as depicted in 
crack nucleation during cyclic loading.  This was observed 
The ERPSI defined by Equation 
The plastic strain accumulations for a rectangular parallel 
 passes are shown in Figure 29
However, they reach a 
ins 
 
 
Figure 5 and 
(28) was 
.  It can be seen 
after the initial 
.    
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Figure 29. ERPSI in the x-y plane for 1st, 2nd, 3rd passes for a rectangular, parallel 
orientation inclusion. 
  
It can be seen that the ERPSI accumulations due to high shear occur very near to the 
corners of the rectangular inclusion.  To ensure that this behavior was not due to artificial 
numerical effects of the corners, a cylindrical inclusion was compared to the rectangular.   
Figure 30 and Figure 31 provide a comparison of the effective plastic strain after three 
passes surrounding rectangular and cylindrical inclusions, respectively   In addition, 
Figure 32 and Figure 33 are plots of the in-plane (x-y) plastic shear strain.   
 Figure 30. Effective plastic strain for rectangular parallel inclusion
Figure 31. Effective plastic strain 
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, cut on
for cylindrical parallel inclusion, cut on x and z
 
 x and z-planes. 
 
-planes. 
 Figure 32. In-plane plastic shear strain for rectangular parallel inclusion
Figure 33. In-plane plastic shear strain for cylindrical parallel inclusion
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, after 3rd pass. 
 
, after 3rd pass. 
  
Note that in both cases, 
Thus, the rectangular inclusion
shape, and is preferable because of the ability to use brick elements and mapped meshing.  
The maximum shear locations fall on planes passing through the z
approximately 35 degrees from the y
Figure 32 on this plane reveals again the importance of end effects and the need for use 
of a 3-D model over previous 2
The increase in magnitude near the end of the inclusion demonstrates the significance of 
the end effect in the z-direction, which is excluded in 2
Figure 34. X-Y plastic shear strain 
 
50 
the magnitude and locations of these strains are quite similar.  
 gives a consistent response to a cylindrical modeled 
-axis.  Examining a cut view of the model
-D attempts at inclusion studies, as shown in 
-D studies. 
on 35 degree angled cut, after 3
-axis, and 
 from 
Figure 34.  
 
rd
 pass. 
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The maximum value of the ERPSI for rectangular, cubic, and cylindrical 
inclusion shapes is shown in Figure 35 for the three principal direction orientations of 
rectangular and cylindrical inclusions, and for the cubic inclusion shape. 
 
Figure 35. ERPSI by shape and orientation. 
 
 Note that the magnitude of plastic strain accumulation falls an order of magnitude 
in subsequent passes, and this trend is consistent across all shapes and orientations.  After 
shakedown conditions settle, the third pass shows an indication of the vertical orientation 
accumulating the most plastic strain in both the rectangular and cylindrical shapes.  
Shown in Figure 36 is the third-pass ERPSI accumulation for a cylindrical inclusion case 
with its long axis oriented vertically.  The accumulation builds in offset corner locations 
near the top and bottom ends of the inclusion.   
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The volume element model provides good plastic strain distribution detail near 
the inclusion, while being relatively cheap computationally.  In addition, the inclusion 
can be oriented at various a
studies to be conducted without re
inclusion must be small relative to the contact half
tractions on the faces of the volume element.  
consistent, expected response 
be used with the newly developed two
this project. 
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umulation for a vertically oriented cylindrical inclusion.
ngles relative to the contact above it for parametric orientation 
-meshing the model.  Its main limitation is that the 
-width in order to assume uniform 
The geometric model developed 
with the J2 material model inserted, and will subsequently 
-phase crystal plasticity model also developed in 
 
 
provides a 
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3.3 Advanced Material Modeling 
3.3.1 Series 41XXX Steels  
 The 41XXX series of bearing steels was chosen as a representative material to 
build the modeling tools around.  The structure type of these metals is lath martensite.  
Within a prior austenite grain, martensitic lathes are formed, and in some varieties, 
pockets of retained austenite remain between the lathes, as depicted by the schematic in 
Figure 37.  
 
Figure 37. Lath martensite grain structure. 
  
The response behavior of these steels can vary greatly by the initial volume 
fraction of retained austenite, heat treatment, and distribution of primary carbides.  
Shown in Figure 38 are plots of the response of various 41XXX varieties in tensile 
testing at room temperature, and a quasi-static strain rate of 1.0 x 10-4 s-1.  It can be seen 
that there is a great variation in response with change in initial volume fraction of 
retained austenite (RA).     
Martensite lath
Retained austenite
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Figure 38. Stress-strain responses of various 41XXX steel varieties. 
 
 The two varieties chosen for this study were 4145 and 41100, with the latter being 
further divided into three different heat treatments.  Magnified views (100x) of the actual 
microstructures for the 4145 and 41100 variants reveal the differences in appearance for 
various amounts of retained austenite.  The 4145 material was selected because it is 
nearly fully martensitic, as indicated by the densely packed martensitic laths in Figure 39.  
Thus it can be reasonably treated as a single-phase dominant material.  It is used to 
calibrate the martensitic plasticity portion of the material model developed herein.     
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Figure 39. Micrograph of 4145 series steel. 
 
The heat treatment of 41100 steels was varied to control the initial volume 
fraction of retained austenite.  Three variants chosen were 13% RA, 22% RA, and 35% 
RA.  Details on the heat treatment procedures for the three variants are given in Table 4, 
including austenitizing and tempering values of temperature and duration. 
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Table 4. Heat treatment schedule for 41100 steels to achieve 13%, 22%, and 35% initial 
retained austenite. 
Process 13% Retained 
Austenite 
22% Retained 
Austenite 
35% Retained 
Austenite 
Initial austenitizing at a 
temperature of… 
1750 ˚F   1750 ˚F 1750 ˚F 
Quenching and re-austenitizing 
at a temperature of… 
1425 ˚F 1540 ˚F N/A 
Quenching followed by 
tempering at a temperature of… 
360 ˚F 360 ˚F 360 ˚F 
Temper for a duration of… 
 
1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 
 
A schematic of the heat treatment processes for the different volume fractions is 
depicted in Figure 40.  From top to bottom are the 35%, 22%, and 13% RA processes.  
Note that the distribution of primary carbides increases with decreasing volume fraction 
of RA.   
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Figure 40. 41100 heat treatments. 
 
The presence of retained austenite in 41100 becomes more apparent with 
increasing volume fraction of that phase.  Note that the 13% RA specimen (Figure 41) 
closely resembles the 4145 due to the high percentage of martensite.  As the volume 
fraction increases to 22% (Figure 42), visible portions of retained austenite (lighter shade 
areas) are detectable, and when increased to 35% RA (Figure 43), significant austenite is 
visible.    
Austenitize at 1750°F
Re-austenitize …
Temper at 360°F 
for 1 hrQuench
QuenchQuench
Temper at 360°F 
for 1 hr
… at 1540°F
Prior austenite grain of  
size D µm (FCC)
Quench
Prior austenite grain of 
size D µm (FCC)
Carbides
Quench
Tempered 
martensite Ψ µm 
(~BCC)
Retained austenite 
between laths (FCC)
Martensite 
lath packet 
size Ψ µm 
(BCT)
Retained austenite 
between laths (FCC)
Temper at 360°F 
for 1 hr
… at 1425°F
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Figure 41. Micrograph of 41100 series steel with 13% initial retained austenite. 
 
Figure 42. Micrograph of 41100 series steel with 22% initial retained austenite. 
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Figure 43. Micrograph of 41100 series steel with 35% initial retained austenite. 
 
3.3.2 Multi-phase material representation 
The microstructure of 41000 steel contains martensite laths with pockets of 
retained austenite within each (prior austenitic) grain, as depicted in Figure 37.  A 
material model that advances the current state of the art must incorporate polycrystalline 
plasticity of martensite, as well as account for austenite-martensite transformation and the 
associated inelastic transform strains.  Two methods of producing the desired 
combination of behaviors are explicit modeling and hybrid modeling.   
Previous work has been done with two-phase materials in which plasticity occurs 
uniquely in each phase [59], but has not incorporated a transform component.  In such a 
formulation with a transformation component, individual elements would be designated 
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as austenite or martensite, and a transform would occur when a critical driving stress was 
reached, changing that element from one phase to the other.  It is difficult to represent the 
lath martensite structure with explicit modeling because it requires extremely fine 
meshes, which are not feasible for practical problem involving a large number of grains 
or packets.  Utilizing a practical size mesh presents a large challenge with this type of 
scheme.  Elements must be scaled considerably smaller than the grain size, since the lath 
martensite structure contains both phases in a single grain.  Therefore, such a method 
would not be feasible for this study. 
Alternatively, a hybrid approach is introduced here to account for evolution of 
volume fraction as well as crystal plasticity.  In this technique, both crystal plasticity for 
the martensite and volumetric transform strain of austenite to martensite are calculated in 
a single element, with a variable tracking the evolution of transformed martensite.  The 
kinematics is modeled using a triple multiplicative decomposition of the deformation 
gradient.  Each homogenized element is capable of representing either a lath grain or an 
averaged response of a number of grains.  Such a scheme allows scaling of elements from 
grain-size upwards as much as desired.  Smaller mesh scales close to grain-size allow for 
examination of the localized plasticity caused by microstructural characteristics.  Larger 
meshing scales will not produce visible localized responses, but take into account the 
response of many individual grains, and the element provides an averaged response.  This 
allows the user to customize their scale to the desired amount of localized behavior on 
one end, to the desired speed and efficiency of larger scales on the other end. 
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3.3.3 Two-Phase Micro-Plasticity Material Model 
 The new two-phase hybrid model is built around a triple multiplicative 
decomposition of the deformation gradient F

, given as   
 
e p trF F F F= ⋅ ⋅
   
 
(35) 
where trF

accounts for the volumetric strain produced by the austenite-martensite phase 
transformation, and pF

 accounts for polycrystalline plasticity in the martensite.  Plasticity 
and transformation occur along slip and transformation systems associated with the 
lattice structures of the martensite and austenite.  The evolution of the crystal plasticity 
follows the formulation work of Asaro [5] in Equations (9) through (15).  The model uses 
the 48 BCC slip systems to approximate the behavior of the BCT tempered martensite 
found in the 41XXX steels, which are found in Appendix A.  The transformation is 
controlled by a formulation based on Suiker and Turtletaub [50], given in Equations (17) 
through (26).  These equations are calculated on the 24 FCC transform systems for 
austenite-to-martensite transformation, listed in Appendix B. 
  Upon examination of these formulations individually, it can be seen that the 
critical stress for transformation and micro-plasticity are based on the Cauchy stress σ

.  
Therefore, a priority must be assigned for the two inelastic behaviors calculated.  Since 
the austenite is a softer phase of material and the transform thresholds are generally lower 
than plastic deformation of martensite, this model assumes that transformation is given 
priority in the hierarchy of the algorithm.  The hierarchy is also denoted by the position 
of the transform deformation gradient trF

 on the far right-hand side of Equation (35).   
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This necessitates a two-step procedure for modeling the combined behavior in a 
displacement-based finite element code such as ABAQUS [1], used herein.  The total 
deformation gradient at the beginning and end of each time step are input, and the tangent 
modulus must be determined in a manner consistent with Equation (35).  The 
transformation strain increment, if present within a given time step, is determined first via 
an iterative Newton-Raphson method.  During this iteration, the plastic deformation 
gradient does not vary.  Subsequently, the stress is re-calculated and the plastic 
deformation is iterated to balance the external load. Hence, this procedure can be viewed 
as two-step iterative approach reducing the slope of the response for a fixed strain 
increment, as illustrated in Figure 44.   
 
Figure 44. Hierarchy of iterations containing transform and plasticity. 
 
3.3.4 Algorithmic Treatment  
The two-phase formulation is implemented via an implicit integration algorithm.  
This was chosen because an explicit algorithm at the low rate-dependence cases 
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investigated would require extremely small steps and thus not be practical.  The model 
evaluates the shearing rates ( )αγ  and transform rates ( )λξ  at the end of the given time 
step, which requires an iterative process, since the terms in Equations (13) and (20) are 
dependent on ( )αγ  and ( )λξ .  The implicit martensitic crystal plasticity portion of the 
algorithm follows the method laid out by McGinty [33], using a Newton-Raphson 
iterative technique and scaled error norm to judge iteration convergence.  The 
formulation is coded in an ABAQUS user material subroutine called UMAT.  A flow 
chart depicting the sequence of calculations is given in Figure 45.  
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Figure 45. Flow diagram for user material routine UMAT. 
 
State variables initialized (t=0), 
or read in from last step (t>0) 
Beginning of UMAT materia l 
routine for time step ∆t
Begin time subincrement
Vf tr< RAinit
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Newton-Raphson
Iteration
Update ξtry
Convergence   Improved?   
No
No
Generate γtry
guesses
Newton-Raphson
Iteration
Update γtry
Convergence   
Yes
Yes
No
Divide 
time 
increment 
by half
Improved?   
No
Yes
No
Update state variables for next time step
Output Stress, Stra in, VFtrans, dσ/dε
End of UMAT
Yes
Update 
strains, 
VFtrans, 
dσ/dε
Update strains, dσ/dε
Another subincrement?
Yes
No
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3.3.4.1 Algorithm Inputs and Preliminary Calculations 
  For a given time step t∆ , the deformation gradients at the beginning and end of 
the time step, tF

 and t tF+∆

 , are input into the UMAT.  Herein, all subscripts t denote 
values at the previous step, and t t+ ∆  indicate the current time step.  The user-defined 
inputs for the code are listed in Table 5.   
 
Table 5. List of input parameters for UMAT. 
Elastic 
Properties 
Martensitic Crystal 
Plasticity Properties 
Austenitic Transform 
Plasticity Properties 
Microstructure and 
Orientation Properties 
11
0C
 
0γ  maxξ  gcn 
12
0C
 
m 
trν  eulerϕ  
44
0C
 
( )
0g
α
 ( )( )cr 0f λ  eulerθ  
 
dirH  and dynH  Q eulerψ  
 
( )
0
αχ
 initialRA   
 
dirA  and dynA  Tγ   
 
The three elastic constants 
11
0C , 
12
0C , and 
44
0C
 form the elasticity tensor.  Three constants 
are used in order to allow for transverse isotropy to be applied, as an available feature of 
the code.  However, in the demonstration cases used in this study, a fully isotropic elastic 
tensor is used.  Initial values for the back, drag, and critical driving stresses are given by 
( )
0
αχ , ( )0g α , and ( )( )cr 0f λ , and are initially the same for all slip and transform systems, 
respectively.  The “gcn” (grain control number) input is an integer option which controls 
the microstructural scaling of an individual element, according to Table 6.  Depending on 
the gcn option selected, orientation of the element’s lattice structure is either input by the 
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user or randomly assigned by the code.  To accomplish this, the code contains 6000 grain 
orientations pre-defined, which have been created outside the code and checked for a 
varied distribution.  The code randomly selects an orientation or orientations for each 
element, and only repeats them if more than 6000 orientations are required.  The Euler 
angles eulerϕ , eulerθ , and eulerψ  , depicted in Figure 46, give the rotation sequence for the 
local crystalline lattice structure coordinate directions (shown in red) in terms of the 
global coordinate directions (shown in blue).    
 
Figure 46. Euler angle definitions between local lattice coordinates and global 
coordinates. 
eulerϕ eulerψ
eulerθ
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They are specified by the user in the input file for an gcn choice of 0; otherwise these 
inputs are ignored.  All other inputs in Table 5 are as previously defined.   
 
Table 6. Option gcn choices. 
gcn option 
0 Single grain orientation per element, 
orientation from input Euler angles 
1 Single grain orientation per element, 
randomly generated Euler angles 
> 1 
gcn grain orientations per element, 
response averaged over grains, randomly 
generated Euler angles 
 
For a gcn input of greater than 1, all calculations described are performed gcn times, once 
for each grain orientation.  The multiple grain data in an element is tracked separately for 
the next time step, and only averaged for outputting of strain and transformation data. 
After reading the inputs, either from Table 5, or from computed values from the 
previous time step, the code begins calculations by converting parameters in local 
orientations to global directions, as all calculations are performed in global coordinates.  
The rotation tensor R

contains the direction cosines between local and global coordinate 
systems, as defined by the input or randomly generated Euler angles.  The elasticity 
tensor, slip directions, slip plane normals, transformation directions, and the habit plane 
normals are all rotated according to 
 prqs
0
ijkl ip jq kr lsC R R C R R= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (36) 
 
( ) ( )
0 Ls R s
α α
= ⋅
 
 (37) 
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( ) ( )
0 Lm R m
α α
= ⋅
  
 (38) 
 
( ) ( )
0 L
ˆ ˆb R bα α= ⋅
 
 
(39) 
 
( ) ( )
0 Ln R n
α α
= ⋅
  
 (40) 
where all L subscripts denote local directions on the unit vectors, and 0C

 is the elasticity 
tensor in local coordinates.   
 The algorithm then begins by checking the current value of transV , as defined in 
Equation (22).  If transV  is less than the initial retained austenite amount, initialRA , the code 
performs transform iterations to check if any transform occurs over the current time 
increment.  If the value of transV  has already reached initialRA , the microstructure is fully 
martensitic and the transform section is skipped over, the previous time step’s transform 
deformation gradient, trtF

, is set as the current step’s trt tF+∆

, and the algorithm moves on to 
martensitic plasticity.   
3.3.4.2 Transformation Iterations 
 Upon entering the transformation section, an initial guess value for the 
transformation rates must be calculated to give a starting point for the Newton-Raphson 
iterations.  This is accomplished by using values from the previous time step, beginning 
with the elastic deformation gradient,    
 ( ) ( )1 1e tr pt t t tF F F F− −= ⋅ ⋅
   
 
(41) 
which is then used to calculate the transformation directions and habit plane normals in 
the current configuration according to the following:    
 
( ) e ( )
t t 0
ˆ ˆb F bα α= ⋅
 
 
(42) 
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 ( ) T( ) e ( )t t 0n F n−α α= ⋅
  
 
(43) 
The elastic strain is also calculated,  
 ( )( )Te e et t t1E F F I2= ⋅ −     (44) 
and used to determine the second Piola-Kirchoff stress and Cauchy stress at time t, 
 
PK e
t tS C : E=
 
 (45) 
 
( )( )Te PK et t t te
t
1 F S F
F
σ = ⋅ ⋅
  

 (46) 
Using the Cauchy stress from the previous time step, guess values for the transformation 
driving stresses are calculated by 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )tr t T t tt ˆf : b nλ λ λ= σ γ ⋅ ⊗    (47) 
The driving stresses are then plugged into the transformation rate equations to determine 
initial guess values, denoted ( )try
λξ , on each transform system according to  
 
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
tr crt t( )
try max ( )
tr cr t
f f1
tanh
f
λ λ
λ
λ
 
−
 ξ = ξ ⋅ ⋅
 ν 
 
 
 (48) 
With a guess value generated, the Newton-Raphson loop is now entered.  The 
loop iterates until values of ( )try
λξ
 produce error norms within a tolerance specified in the 
code (set to 1.0 x 10-5).  The loop begins with the calculation of these norms, with 
updated values of all other variables based on the ( )try
λξ
 values.  First, the transform 
deformation gradient is updated by the following:  
 ( )transNtr tr ( ) ( ) ( )t t t try T 0 0
1
ˆF F b n tλ λ λ+∆
λ=
= + ξ ⋅ γ ⋅ ⊗ ⋅∆∑ 
  
 (49) 
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This new value is used to update the driving stresses to the current time step.  The 
martensitic plastic deformation gradient is left at the previous time step.  This is due to 
the hierarchy proposed that the stress-assisted transformation is given priority.  Following 
calculation of any existing transform under the current load, the plasticity will then be 
calculated with the final trt tF+∆

for the time step fixed.  Utilizing the trt tF+∆

 calculated from 
Equation (49), the transform direction and habit plane normal vectors, elastic strain, 
Piola-Kirchoff and Cauchy stresses, and the driving stress for transformation are 
calculated as follows:   
 ( ) ( )1 1e tr pt t t t t t tF F F F− −+∆ +∆ +∆= ⋅ ⋅
   
 
(50) 
 
( ) e ( )
t t t t 0
ˆ ˆb F bα α+∆ +∆= ⋅
 
 
(51) 
 ( ) T( ) e ( )t t t t 0n F n−α α+∆ +∆= ⋅
  
 
(52) 
 ( )( )Te e et t t t t t1E F F I2+∆ +∆ +∆= ⋅ −     (53) 
 
PK e
t t t tS C: E+∆ +∆=
 
 (54) 
 
( )( )Te PK et t t t t t t te
t t
1 F S F
F+∆ +∆ +∆ +∆+∆
σ = ⋅ ⋅
  

 (55) 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )tr t t T t t t tt t ˆf : b nλ λ λ+∆ +∆ +∆+∆ = σ γ ⋅ ⊗    (56) 
This results in values of ( )trf
λ based on the assumed values for ( )try
λξ .  The critical driving 
stresses are also updated according to 
 ( ) ( ) transN( ) ( ) ( )cr cr tryt t t
1
f f Q tλ λ η
+∆
η=
= + ⋅ξ ⋅∆∑   (57) 
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Now all parameters have been updated to reflect the current time step according to the 
transform rates ( )try
λξ .  A set of error functions are then created by re-arranging Equation 
(20) to get   
 
( ) ( )
( )1
( ) ( ) ( )
tr cr tryt t t t( )
( )
tr maxcr t t
f f1Err tanh
f
λ λ λ
+∆ +∆λ
λ
+∆
 
− ξ 
= ⋅ −
 ν ξ 
 


 (58) 
The Newton-Raphson method will use these equations and their derivatives to update 
( )
try
λξ
 in the next loop.  A scaled error norm 1SSE  is then calculated based on these 
residuals.  If any of ( )try
λξ
 are greater than zero, it is defined as 
 
trans
2( )N
try ( )
1 1
1trans big
1SSE Err
N
λ
λ
λ=
 ξ
= ⋅  ξ ∑


 
(59) 
where bigξ  is given by 
 ( )( )big try transmax , 1...Nλξ = ξ λ =   (60) 
In the event that all ( )try
λξ
 are zero, then 1SSE  is set at zero.  This error norm based on 
the current guess ( )try
λξ
 is then saved as a reference error for the loop: 
 Ref 1SSE SSE=  (61) 
Now the loop creates updated guess values of the transformation rates.  To 
accomplish this, the code calculates the partial derivatives of the residuals given by 
Equation (58) with respect to each transform rate.  Note that these derivatives must 
account for the Macauley brackets and thus have two possible formulations based on the 
values of ( )( )tr t tf λ +∆  and ( )( )cr t tf λ +∆ .   If the Macauley brackets yield a positive value, then 
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 ( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
tr crt t t ttr cr
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) cr t t1
( ) ( )
maxtr cr t t
( ) ( )
tr crt t t t
f ff f 1
fErr 1
coefficient
f
if f f
λ λλ λ
+∆ +∆
η η λ
λ
+∆
η λ
+∆
λ λ
+∆ +∆
 
−∂ ∂  
− ⋅ +
 ∂ξ ∂ξ  ∂  
= ⋅ −
∂ξ ξν ⋅
>
 
 
 (62) 
where the coefficient is   
 
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
tr crt t t t2
( )
tr cr t t
f f
coefficient 1 tanh
f
λ λ
+∆ +∆
λ
+∆
 
−
 
= −
 ν ⋅ 
 
 (63) 
If the Macaulay brackets give zero, then 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )1 tr cr( ) t t t t
max
Err 1 if f f
λ
λ λ
η +∆ +∆
∂
= − ≤
∂ξ ξ   (64) 
 Equation (62) contains various derivatives which must be defined.  The derivative 
of the critical driving stress with respect to transform rates can be computed based on 
Equation (26), and is given by 
 
( )
cr
( )
f Q t
λ
η
∂
= ⋅∆
∂ξ  (65) 
The calculation of the driving stress derivatives is based on Equation (17), but is more 
difficult because the Cauchy stress, transform directions and habit plane normals in the 
current configuration are all dependent on ( )ηξ .  As noted by McGinty [33], by 
neglecting higher-order terms, the derivative can be simplified.  Using these assumptions, 
the driving stress derivative can be given as 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tr T 0 0 T 0 0( )f ˆ ˆb n : C : b nλ λ λ η ηη∂ ≅ − γ ⋅ ⊗ γ ⋅ ⊗∂ξ      (66) 
The estimates for the transform rates are now updated in the Newton-Raphson 
loop by solving a series of simultaneous equations over all transform systems, given by 
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transN ( )( ) ( )1
1 ( )
1
ErrErr
λ
λ η
η
η=
∂
= − ⋅∆ξ
∂ξ∑


 (67) 
where ( )η∆ξ  is the change in the estimated value of the transform rate.  The change 
values are added to the previous guess value (denoted iteration n), to give the new 
estimated transform rates (denoted n+1): 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )try try
n 1 n
λ λ λ
+
ξ = ξ + ∆ξ    (68) 
Using these new values of ( )try
λξ , Equations (49) through (59) are then re-calculated.  The 
new 1SSE  is compared to RefSSE , to check for improvement.  If there is not 
improvement, the code reduces the time increment by half, and returns to the top of the 
algorithm to calculate the new smaller sub-increment, as many divisions as is necessary 
to converge.  If there is improvement, then the code checks to see if the 1SSE  error norm 
value is within tolerance.   If tolerance is not achieved, another Newton-Raphson iteration 
is performed by returning to Equation (49) with the new value of ( )try λξ .  If convergence 
has been achieved within tolerance, then the values for ( )try
λξ
 are the accepted values for 
the current time step: 
 ( )( ) ( )t t try 1
n 1
if SSE toleranceλ λ+∆ +ξ = ξ ≤   (69) 
The volume fraction transform amounts on each transform system are then updated based 
on the time increment, along with the total transform amount, the transformation strains 
and the rate of transform deformation with respect to stress rate tensor:  
 
( ) ( )
t t t
λ λ
+∆∆ξ = ξ ⋅∆  (70) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
t t t
λ λ λ
+∆ξ = ξ + ∆ξ  (71) 
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 ( ) ( ) trans
N
( )
trans transt t t
1
V V λ
+∆
λ=
= + ∆ξ∑
 
(72) 
 ( )transNtr tr ( ) ( ) ( )t t t T t t t t
sym1
ˆE E b nλ λ λ+∆ +∆ +∆
λ=
= + ∆ξ ⋅ γ ⋅ ⊗∑
  
 (73) 
where 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t t t t t t t t
sym
1
ˆ ˆ ˆb n b n n b
2
λ λ λ λ λ λ
+∆ +∆ +∆ +∆ +∆ +∆
 ⊗ = ⋅ ⊗ + ⊗
     
 (74) 
The rate of transform deformation with respect to stress rate tensor, given by  
 
transN ( )tr tr ( )
tr
( ) ( )
1 tr
fD D
f
λλ
λ λ
λ=
∂∂ ∂ ∂ξ ∂σ
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
∂σ ∂ξ ∂ ∂σ ∂σ∑

  
 
  
 (75) 
where 
 ( )tr ( ) ( )T t t t t( )
sym
D
ˆb nλ λ+∆ +∆λ
∂
= γ ⋅ ⊗
∂ξ   (76) 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( )tr T t t t t
sym
f
ˆb n
λ
λ λ
+∆ +∆
∂
= γ ⋅ ⊗
∂σ 

 (77) 
will be used later in calculating the tangent modulus.  Note that the partial derivative of 
stress with respect to the stress rate for the discretized time step is t∆ . 
 
t
∂σ
= ∆
∂σ
  
(78) 
The value of 
( )
( )
trf
λ
λ
∂ξ
∂

 requires careful treatment due to presence of the Macaulay bracket in 
Equation (20), and thus has two possible definitions. 
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[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )max
tr cr( ) ( ) t t t t
tr tr cr t t
coefficient if f f
f f
λ
λ λ
λ λ +∆ +∆
+∆
ξ∂ξ
= ⋅ >
∂ ν ⋅

 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )tr cr( ) t t t t
tr
0 if f f
f
λ
λ λ
λ +∆ +∆
∂ξ
= ≤
∂

 
(79) 
where the coefficient was defined in Equation (63).  The transformation portion of the 
time step is now complete, and the code moves on to the martensitic crystal plasticity 
calculations. 
3.3.4.3 Crystal Plasticity Iterations 
 Following the completion of transform section, the code then moves into the 
crystal plasticity algorithm to determine the plastic strain in the martensite.  This section 
of the code follows the work of McGinty [33], and as with the transform calculations, 
begins with guess values for the shearing rates for the Newton-Raphson iterations.  Like 
the transform section, the values from the previous time step for tF

 and ptF

 are used to 
determine the initial guess.  However, the transform deformation gradient for the step has 
already been calculated and is now considered fixed.  Thus, the Newton-Raphson 
iterations will use the current value, trt tF+∆

, fixed throughout the plasticity loop:     
 ( ) ( )1 1e tr pt t t t tF F F F− −+∆= ⋅ ⋅
   
 
(80) 
The etF

 tensor is then used to transform the slip directions and slip plane normals from 
the intermediate to the current configuration:    
 
( ) e ( )
t t 0s F s
α α
= ⋅
 
 (81) 
 ( ) T( ) e ( )t t 0m F m−α α= ⋅
  
 (82) 
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The elastic strain is then calculated and used to evaluate the second Piola-Kirchoff stress 
and Cauchy stresses, as defined in Equations (44) through (46).  The Cauchy stress is 
then inserted into the resolved shear stress equation, resulting in the initial guess values 
for the Newton iterations, as described by 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( )t t t t: s mα α ατ = σ ⊗
 
 (83) 
With the resolved shear stresses estimated, the shearing rates initial guess values on each 
slip system α, denoted ( )tryαγ , are calculated according to  
 ( )
m( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )t t
try 0 t t( )
t
sign
g
α α
α α α
α
τ − χγ = γ ⋅ ⋅ τ − χ 
 
(84) 
The code now has a starting point for the Newton-Raphson iterative loops.  The 
loop iterates until the estimates for ( )try
αγ  return error norms below the user-defined 
tolerance.  The loop begins with the calculation of the error norms, with the re-calculated 
values of all variables based on ( )tryαγ , similar to the transform section.  In order to update 
the plastic deformation gradient, the plastic velocity gradient must first be calculated 
according to     
 ( )slipNP ( ) ( ) ( )0 try 0 0
1
L s mα α α
α=
= γ ⋅ ⊗∑ 
 
 
(85) 
The plastic velocity gradient is related to the plastic deformation gradient via the 
formulation in Equation (12).  Since we are iterating over a discrete time step, for an 
implicit integration scheme, the relation can be described by  
 ( )p P pt t 0 tF exp L t F+∆ = ⋅∆ ⋅
  
 (86) 
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where the exponential term in Equation (86) is calculated using a Taylor series expansion 
to second order. 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )P P P P 20 0 0 0 2sin 1 cosexp L t I L t L L tΩ − Ω⋅∆ = + ⋅∆ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅∆ ⋅Ω Ω      (87) 
where 
 ( )P P0 01t L : L2Ω = ∆ ⋅ ⋅    (88) 
The updated value of pt tF+∆

 is then used in re-calculating the resolved shear stress for the 
current time step using the following equations:  
 ( ) ( )1 1e tr pt t t t t t t tF F F F− −+∆ +∆ +∆ +∆= ⋅ ⋅
   
 (89) 
 
( ) e ( )
t t t t 0s F s
α α
+∆ +∆= ⋅
 
 (90) 
 ( ) T( ) e ( )t t t t 0m F m−α α+∆ +∆= ⋅
  
 
(91) 
 ( )( )Te e et t t t t t1E F F I2+∆ +∆ +∆= ⋅ −     (92) 
 
PK e
t t t tS C: E+∆ +∆=
 
 (93) 
 
( )( )Te PK et t t t t t t te
t t
1 F S F
F+∆ +∆ +∆ +∆+∆
σ = ⋅ ⋅
  

 (94) 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t t t t: s mα α α+∆ +∆ +∆ +∆τ = σ ⊗
 
 (95) 
This differs from the transform updates built on Equation (50) in that all components of 
the deformation gradient are now at the current time step.  Since the transform has 
already been calculated, it is now fixed during the crystal plasticity calculations.  The re-
calculated ( )t t
α
+∆τ  are now based on the current ( )tryαγ  values.  Next, the drag and back 
stresses must evolve to the current time step, according to the hardening laws in 
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Equations (14) and (15).  Discretized for the time increment, these updates are performed 
according to the following:  
 
slip
slip
N
( ) ( )
t dir try
1( )
t t N
( )
dyn try
1
g H t
g
1 H t
α β
β=α
+∆
β
β=
+ ⋅ γ ⋅ ∆
=
+ ⋅ γ ⋅ ∆
∑
∑


 (96) 
 
( ) ( )
t dir try( )
t t ( )
dyn try
A t
1 A t
α α
α
+∆ α
χ + ⋅ γ ⋅∆
χ =
+ ⋅ γ ⋅∆


 (97) 
At this point, all of the parameters in Equation (13) have been updated for the current 
time step, based on the values of the shearing rates ( )tryαγ .  Similar to the transform residual 
described by Equation (58), an error residual for the plasticity is calculated, 
 
1
( ) m
try( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 t t t t t t try
0
Err g sign( )
α
α α α α α
+∆ +∆ +∆
γ
= τ − χ − ⋅ γ
γ



 
(98) 
The scaled error norm 2SSE  is now computed using the residuals.  When any ( )tryαγ  is non-
zero, the norm is given by 
 
slip
2( )N
try ( )
2 2
1slip max
1SSE Err
N
α
α
α=
 γ
 = ⋅
 γ
 
∑


 
(99) 
with maxγ  defined as 
 ( )( )max try slipmax , 1...Nαγ = γ α =   (100) 
If maxγ  is determined to be zero, 2SSE  equals zero.  Like the transform iterations, it is 
stored as the reference value for comparison to the norm in future iterations: 
 Ref 2SSE SSE=  (101) 
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In order to determine the next set of shearing rates, the Newton-Raphson loop 
then calculates the partial derivatives of the residual values defined in Equation (98) with 
respect to the shearing rates, as given by   
 
1 m( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
t t t t t t t t t t2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
t t 0 t t
gErr g
g m g
−α α α α αα α α α
+∆ +∆ +∆ +∆ +∆
β β β β α α
+∆ +∆
 τ − χ τ − χ∂ ∂τ ∂χ ∂
= − − ⋅ − ⋅ ∂γ ∂γ ∂γ ∂γ ⋅ γ     
 
(102) 
 To calculate Equation (102), several partial derivatives must first be determined.  
The derivative of the drag stress with respect to shearing rates is defined based on 
Equation (14), and is given by 
 
( )
slip
( )( )
dir t t dyn ( )
try( ) N
( )
dyn try
1
H g H tg
sign( )
1 H t
αα
+∆ β
β
β
β=
− ⋅ ⋅ ∆∂
= ⋅ γ
∂γ  
+ ⋅ γ ⋅∆  
 
∑



 (103) 
The back stress partial derivative is formulated from Equation (15), 
 
( )( )
( )
( ) ( )( ) dir t t dyn try
( ) ( )
dyn try
A A sign t
1 A t
α β
α
+∆
αββ β
− χ ⋅ ⋅ γ ⋅∆∂χ
= ⋅δ
∂γ + ⋅ γ ⋅∆

 
 (104) 
where αβδ  is the Kronecker delta.  The derivative of the resolved shear stress with respect 
to the shearing rates is based on Equation (9).  As in the transform case with the driving 
stress, care must be taken to ensure that all terms that are functions of ( )βγ , including the 
Cauchy stress, the slip direction, and the slip plane normal.  By neglecting higher-order 
terms, the derivative can be defined as 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0 0( ) s m : C : s m
α
α α β β
β
∂τ
≅ − ⊗ ⊗
∂γ    
 (105) 
The estimated shearing rate values are then iterated via the Newton-Raphson 
process, simultaneously solving the Newton equations for each slip system. 
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α β
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∂γ∑


 
(106) 
where ( )β∆γ  is the change in the estimated value of the shearing rate on each slip system.  
As in the transform Newton iterations, the changes are added to the last estimated value 
(denoted iteration n), to give the new estimated transform rates (denoted n+1): 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )try try
n 1 n
α α α
+
γ = γ + ∆γ    (107) 
With the updated values of ( )tryαγ , Equations (85) through (99) are recomputed.  The re-
calculated 2SSE  is then compared to RefSSE .  In the event improvement is not achieved, 
the code reduces the time increment by half, and returns to the top of the algorithm to 
calculate the new smaller sub-increment, as was done in the event the transform error did 
not improve.  If improvement is attained, then the 2SSE  error norm value is compared to 
the user-specified tolerance.  If tolerance is not achieved, another Newton-Raphson 
iteration is performed by returning to Equation (85) with the new value of ( )tryαγ .  If 
convergence has been achieved within tolerance, then the values for ( )tryαγ  are the accepted 
values for the current time step, 
 ( )( ) ( )t t try 2
n 1
if SSE toleranceα α+∆ +γ = γ ≤   (108) 
The shearing rates are then multiplied by the time increment, and used to update the 
plastic strains and the rate of plastic deformation with respect to stress tensor:  
 
( ) ( )
t t t
α α
+∆∆γ = γ ⋅∆  (109) 
 ( )slipNp p ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t t t
sym
1
E E s mα α α+∆ +∆ +∆
α=
= + ∆γ ⋅ ⊗∑
  
 
(110) 
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where ( )( ) ( )t t t t
sym
s mα α+∆ +∆⊗

 is given by 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t t t t t t t t
sym
1
s m s m m s
2
α α α α α α
+∆ +∆ +∆ +∆ +∆ +∆
 ⊗ = ⋅ ⊗ + ⊗     
 (111) 
The rate of plastic deformation with respect to the Cauchy stress rate tensor  
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D D α α
α α
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∂ ∂ ∂γ ∂τ ∂σ
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  
 
  
 
(112) 
is combined with Equation (75) in calculating the tangent modulus, and where 
 ( )p ( ) ( )t t t t( ) symD s mα α+∆ +∆α∂ = ⊗∂γ   (113) 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( )t t t t syms m
α
α α
+∆ +∆
∂τ
= ⊗
∂σ 

 (114) 
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(115) 
The martensitic plasticity portion of the time step is now complete, and the code begins 
final calculations for outputs and updating of state variables, which are passed on to the 
next step. 
 
3.3.4.4 Updates for Future Time Steps and Outputs 
 Following both transform and plastic iterations, the output variables are prepared.  
When the gcn option is set to greater than one, the stresses, strains, total transform 
amount, and deformation rate derivatives are calculated for each grain, and then averaged 
over the number of grains in the element specified in the model.  Once averaged, if the 
user selected more than one grain per element, the variables in Table 7 are sent to the 
UVARM ABAQUS user output subroutine for visualization of the data [1].  
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Table 7. User output variables at each integration point in ABAQUS. 
pE

 
trE

 
elE

 
E

 
ieE

 
transV  
σ

 
 
The total inelastic strain, ieE

, is given by 
 
ie tr pE E E= +
  
 (116) 
After averaging and sending the output variables to the UVARM output subroutine, the 
state variables and grain orientations for each grain per element are stored for use in the 
next time step.  These include the plastic, transform, and inelastic strains, the average 
total transform amount over all orientations, the Euler angles for each grain within the 
element, the plastic deformation gradients, drag stresses, back stresses, transform 
deformation gradients, critical driving stresses, and individual transform amounts.  The 
state variables are stored in the order mentioned above and listed in Table 8.  There is not 
a limit on the number of grains that can be assigned per element, but the state variable 
storage increases by 210 entries with each additional grain, so the memory and number of 
computations per element increases accordingly. 
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Table 8. State variable storage order for each integration point 
pE

 
trE

 
ieE

 
transV  
eulerϕ , eulerθ , and eulerψ  for all grains 
pF

 for all grains and slip systems 
( )g α
 for all grains and slip systems 
( )αχ
 for all grains and slip systems 
trF

 for all grains and transformation systems 
( )
crf
λ
 for all grains and transformation systems 
( )λξ
 for all grains and transformation systems 
 
Note that the state variables which are averaged over grain orientations are stored first, 
followed by those for which values are kept in all orientations.  This is significant 
because as gcn gets larger, the size of the state variable storage also increases.  By 
placing the averaged variables (for which there is only one entry regardless of gcn) first, 
the UVARM will choose the correct locations from the state variable array to gather all 
output data (since they do not change location as the array expands). 
 The final step of the code is to provide the tangent modulus for the time step, as 
shown in Figure 44.  ABAQUS uses this for determining estimates of the deformation 
gradients in the next time step.  For the discretized time step, the numerator and 
denominator can by divided by the time step, and hence the tangent modulus can be 
described by  
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∆σ 
 σ σ σ∆ 
= = =
∆ε  
 ∆ 

 
  

  
 (117) 
where D

 is the rate of change of the strain tensor with respect to time.  The inverse of 
the tangent modulus can be formulated as the sum of the derivatives with respect to stress 
rates of the elastic, plastic, and transform strain rates.  
 
e p trdD D D D
d
 ∂ ∂ ∂
= + + 
σ ∂σ ∂σ ∂σ 
   
   
   
 (118) 
By combining Equations (117) and (118), and noting the following relation 
 
e e
1D E C−∂ ∂= =
∂σ ∂σ  
 
 (119) 
the tangent modulus is constructed according to  
 
1p tr
1d D DC
d
−
−
 σ ∂ ∂
= + + 
ε ∂σ ∂σ 
 
 
  
 
(120) 
where all of the terms are as computed earlier in the code.  All calculations in the material 
routine UMAT are now complete, and the subroutine exits and returns to ABAQUS. 
 
 
3.3.5 Experimental Calibrations of Material Model  
 
In order to implement the two-phase material model, it is necessary to determine 
all of the input parameters in Table 5.  Some parameters can be chosen from published 
values in literature, while others require calibration to experimental data.  Experimental 
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calibration requires both physical tests and a virtual test model with which to compare 
response curves.   
 
3.3.5.1 Virtual Test Models  
The micro-plasticity material model provides a localized response based on 
crystallographic orientation(s) of a given element.  For comparison to experimental data 
of a homogeneous physical specimen, an averaged response of many grains is necessary.  
To facilitate this, a finite element model was constructed with 125 regions of 2 x 2 x 2 
elements, each region being assigned a random set of Euler angles.  Figure 47 illustrates 
the model’s random orientation treatment, viewed from any orthogonal direction. 
 
Figure 47. Orientation scheme for virtual test model. 
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Due to the non-uniform response of the different orientations, a simple 
prescribed-displacement boundary condition of faces will lead to artificial responses 
along those surfaces.  To allow for localized deformations and measure the overall 
response of the grains collectively, periodic boundary conditions are applied to the 
model, as described by Zhang [59].  This entails creating a reference node in the model, 
which is linked to surface nodes on the desired surface via constraint equations, as 
depicted in Figure 48.       
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Figure 48. Periodic boundary condition scheme. 
 
Rather than requiring all nodes to displace a prescribed amount on the surface, the 
collective movement of all tied nodes must resolve with the displacement of the reference 
node.  The virtual uniaxial test is conducted by prescribing the displacement of the 
Prescribed displacement 
reference node
Fixed reference node
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reference node, and recording its reaction force.  This is then translated into stress-strain 
data for the model using the dimensions of the cube.  Reaction force is divided by the 
area of the face to return average uniaxial stress, and displacement of the reference node 
is divided by the cube side length to yield the axial strain in the model.  Similarly, 
transverse strain is measured by taking the averaged displacements of lateral faces 
relative to one another, and dividing by cube side length.  The incremental displacement 
of the reference node replicates a displacement-controlled experimental uniaxial test.   
The resulting virtual model provides unique local strains, while delivering a 
response that is homogenized by the high number of orientations prescribed.  A typical 
response under tensile loading is shown in Figure 49.   Note the inhomogeneities in 
neighboring regions with different crystallographic orientations. Conventional J2 
plasticity would just predict a uniform strain field under tensile loading.  The constraints 
resulting from the intergranular interactions lead to a highly heterogeneous stress and 
strain field.  
 Figure 49. Effective total 
 
For two-phase models, in addition to tracking all strains (total, elastic, plastic, and 
transform), the volume fraction evolution will be updated for all elements as loading 
causes transformations.  
volume fraction evolutions locally, and as a whole the average amount transformed will 
be calculated for the virtual specimen.  
the volume fraction transformed
89 
strain distribution at 1% total strain in a sample
initial RA during virtual tensile test. 
Individual regions and elements will experience differing 
An example of a virtual tensile loading showing 
 austenite is given in Figure 50. 
 
 containing 35% 
 Figure 50. Volume fraction t
 
Tensile and compressive physical tests 
virtual tensile and compressive testing with the periodic boundary virtual test model.  In 
addition to these calibrations, it is of interest to observe the shearing behavior of the 
material models developed through a 
tests are difficult to perform, and thus these tests will not be for comparison to 
experimental data, but rather to ensure the developed models’ behaviors are reasonable.  
They can be compared with conven
model, for reference.  The simple shear model contains a set of 125 randomly oriented 
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ransformation at 1% total strain in a sample containing 35% 
initial RA during virtual tensile test. 
are used for adjustment of parameters via 
virtual simple shear test model.  Physical shearing 
tional macro-plastic models such as the J
 
2 plasticity 
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elements, with constraints to simulate a simple shear case.  The bottom of the cube will 
be constrained in all DOF’s, while the top surface is fixed vertically (y-direction), and 
prescribed horizontal displacement (x-direction) in a manner similar to the tensile virtual 
test specimen via a tied reference node, as depicted in Figure 51.  The z-normal faces are 
fixed in the z-direction.  These boundary conditions create a simulation of simple shear 
behavior for the model.    
 
Figure 51. Virtual shear test model setup. 
 
Like the tensile model, local responses will vary, with the aggregate behavior of 
the model being captured by the reference node’s reaction loading to the specified 
displacements.  An example of effective inelastic strain distribution during virtual shear 
model testing is shown in Figure 52. 
 Figure 52. Effective inelastic strain distribution
containing 35% initial RA
 
Volume fraction evolution is also tracked by the material model when enabled for 
two-phase behavior, and an example volume fraction evolution is shown in 
As with the tensile test model, localized transformations vary greatly depending on 
favorable orientation of the individual elements, and averaged volume fraction 
transformed can be tracked.  
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 at 2.5% simple shear strain in a sampl
 during virtual shear test. 
 
 
e 
Figure 53.  
 Figure 53. Volume fraction evolution
35% initial RA
 
3.3.5.2 Matching the Model to Test Data
 The two-phase model requires constants to be fitted for both the 
and transformation, which can be occurring simultaneously.  
was performed in two steps.  
Initially, the 4145 experimental data was matched with the model in single
mode ( initialRA  set to zero).  Since the 4145 steel is highly martensitic, there are negligible 
transform effects and it can be used to 
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 at 2.5% simple shear strain in a sample containing 
 during virtual shear test. 
 
Thus, the calibration process 
 
calibrate the fully martensitic crystal plasticity 
 
crystal plasticity 
-phase 
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model.  The experiments were conducted at room temperature and a strain rate of 10-4 s-1, 
using a round dogbone specimen.  A load cell captured force data, while diametrical and 
axial extensometers measured displacements.  Using the ABAQUS UMAT routine, with 
martensite only, virtual tests in displacement-control were conducted to match the 
experimental curve as closely as possible.  This involves taking initial guess values from 
parameters of similar steels, and using some trial-and-error to gauge the effect of varying 
each parameter on the curve’s appearance.  The calibrated model data is plotted versus 
experimental data in Figure 54.   
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Figure 54. Calibration of 4145 steel. 
    
 After adjustment of the input parameters, the UMAT material model and virtual 
test model produce a response stress-strain curve that is very similar to the experimental 
data gathered.  The numerical values of the parameters for the model can be found in 
Section 3.3.5.3 Calibrated Material Parameters, Table 9.  A process of trial-and-error to 
make adjustments to the initial drag stress, ( )0g α , and direct isotropic hardening parameter, 
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dirH , was employed in order to match visually with the experimental data.  The calibrated 
martensite parameters of the code are then assumed to represent the behavior of the 
martensite phase in the two-phase material model.   
The two-phase model including the austenite-martensite transform parameters are 
calibrated using the experimental response of three 41100 steels containing different 
amounts of retained austenite (35%, 22%, and 13% initial retained austenite).  The 
parameters for the martensitic phase are held constant.  Experimental tests were 
conducted in the same manner as the 4145 tests, with a strain rate of 10-4 s-1, using round 
dogbone specimens.  Comparison of the calibrated virtual tensile tests and experimental 
tests for each of the three 41100 cases is shown in Figure 55. 
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Figure 55. Two-phase crystal plasticity model calibration to 41100 steel containing 
different amounts of retained austenite. 
 
The calibrated two-phase model matches well with the experimental data in the 
tensile test regime.  Different values of the initial critical driving stress, ( )( )cr 0f λ , and 
transform hardening coefficient, Q, are required for the different 41100 microstructures, 
while all other parameters are uniform over each initial volume fraction.  In addition to 
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the stress-strain data, volumetric transform strain was compared for validation, and is 
displayed in Figure 56. 
 
Figure 56. Volumetric transform strain comparison for 41100 steel. 
 
 The experimental values for volumetric transform strain were calculated based on 
the diametral and axial extensometer readings, subtracting the expected elastic strains.  
Virtual test data was collected by simply summing the normal transform strain 
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components.  The data here also matches well with the experiments, further solidifying 
the reliability of the model.   
Although it cannot be measured during the physical tests, the averaged volume 
fraction transform amount is of interest for comparison between initial volume fractions, 
and is plotted in Figure 57.  For a model with homogenized response, it is expected that 
the averaging of the transform amounts of several grains should yield a curve similar in 
shape to the volumetric transform strain plots from Figure 56.  As can be seen, the curves 
are of similar shape and trend.  This is important to note because it strengthens the 
assumption that the virtual test specimen is sufficiently homogenized.   
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Figure 57. Volume fraction transform amounts of the virtual test models. 
  
 Compression testing was also performed to further compare experimental and 
virtual test behaviors.  Although all parameters were calibrated via the tensile tests, the 
compression tests provide further validation of the model.  The physical compression 
tests were run at the same rates as the tensile tests, and the virtual models used all the 
same parameters and setup, while simply reversing the displacement direction of the 
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reference node.  Figure 58 gives a comparison of physical and virtual test data for the 
compression testing.  The model delivers a response which accurately reflects the 
compressive behavior observed, as well as the tensile shown previously.   
 
Figure 58. Compression response of 41100 steel with different amounts of retained 
austenite. 
  
 It should be noted that much less transform occurs in compression than in tension.  
This is due to the fact that many of the favorable loading situations for the transformation 
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driving stress are found in tensile states.  This is clearly shown by the significantly 
smaller amounts of inelastic strain in the compression stress-strain plots than in the 
tensile ones.    
 In addition to the tension and compression comparison tests, a simple shear test 
was conducted on the virtual shear test model.  Difficulties in performing shear tests 
preclude the production of physical comparison data here, but it is of interest to observe 
the behavior of the calibrated material model in a simple shearing state (Figure 59).  
During the virtual shear tests, the reference node reaction force is divided by the cross-
section area to give the nominal shear stress, and the reference node prescribed lateral 
displacement divided by cube side length gives the nominal engineering shear strain.   
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Figure 59. Simple shear test of the virtual models. 
 
 In addition to the two-phase and fully martensite crystal/transform plasticity 
models, a simple shearing test with J2 macro-plasticity material formulation (built-in 
ABAQUS material model [1]) was performed for comparison purposes.  The 4145 crystal 
plasticity model matches well with its J2 counterpart.  This indicates a good random 
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distribution in the virtual shear test model, as the advanced material provides an 
aggregate response similar to that of the homogenous J2 model.     
3.3.5.3 Calibrated Material Parameters  
 Shown in Table 9 are the parameters which were used to generate the virtual test 
plots shown in the previous section, with applicable units, if any, noted.  
Table 9. Calibrated material model parameters. 
Parameter 4145 41100 RA13 41100 RA22 41100 RA35 
11
0C
 269230 MPa 
12
0C
 115384 MPa 
44
0C
 76923 MPa 
0γ  0.001 s-1 
m 50 
( )
0g
α
 
770 MPa 
dirH
 
8500 MPa 
dynH
 
0 
( )
0
αχ
 
0 MPa 
dirA
 
0 MPa 
dynA
 
0 
initialRA
 
0 0.13 0.22 0.35 
Tγ
 
N/A 0.1809  
trν
 
N/A 0.17 
maxξ
 
N/A 0.003 s-1 
( )( )cr 0f λ
 
N/A 120 MPa 87.4 MPa 40 MPa 
Q
 
N/A 650 MPa 450 MPa 150 MPa 
 
 It is of interest to examine the trends in variation of ( )( )cr 0f λ  and Q with respect to 
their associated initial volume fractions of austenite.  Drawing a relationship between 
these three cases will enable interpolation of the material model to investigate desired 
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initial volume fractions between the gathered data points.  Shown in Figure 60 is a plot of 
the critical driving stress, ( )( )cr 0f λ , versus initial volume fraction.  
 
Figure 60. Critical driving stress - initial volume fraction relationship. 
 
 The trend indicated by these data points is clearly linear in nature.  Thus, if a 
simulation were desired to be run with an initial volume fraction lying in between the 
calibrated data sets, a linear interpolation may be assumed.  The formulation for initial 
critical driving stress, ( )( )cr 0f λ , as a function of initial volume fraction of retained 
austenite, initialRA , is   
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 ( ) ( )( )cr initial0f 167.38 363.76 RA MPaλ = − ⋅  (121) 
 Similarly, the trend between transform hardening coefficient, Q, and initial 
volume fraction was also investigated, and is depicted in Figure 61. 
 
Figure 61. Transform hardening coefficient - initial volume fraction relationship. 
 
This parameter also demonstrated a linear relation with respect to initial volume fraction.  
The formulation for transform hardening coefficient, Q, as a function of initial volume 
fraction of retained austenite, initialRA , is   
 
( )initialQ 947.55 2275.2 RA MPa= − ⋅  (122) 
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CHAPTER 4: DEMONSTRATION CASES 
 
The tools developed in this work are useful in examining a number of rolling 
contact fatigue scenarios, including relating microstructural parameters to fatigue 
indicators.  The new method is novel in both its 3-D geometric finite element model, and 
the two-phase material model with transformation.  Presented here are two demonstration 
cases that emphasize the new utility of both parts of this method over previous models.  
The first, a study of the effect of inclusion orientation on relative fatigue performance, 
highlights the utility of the 3-D geometric modeling tools.  The second, an investigation 
of initial retained austenite volume fraction’s influence on relative fatigue performance, 
showcases the versatility of the two-phase hybrid material model.   These cases are but 
two of the many useful prospective investigations made possible by the novelty of this 
project.    
 
4.1 Inclusion Orientation Effects Study  
One of the key factors in subsurface spall formation is the orientation of 
inclusions present in the base metal matrix.  For this demonstration, a J2 plasticity model 
with isotropic hardening representing 4145 martensitic steel is used.  The aluminum 
oxide (Al2O3) inclusions are given a rectangular shape, with dimensions 10 x 10 x 50 µm. 
The properties for the base metal and inclusion are as listed in Table 2.  Hardening 
follows the 4145 response curve, with interpolation points given in Table 3.  The 
interface between the inclusion and matrix is set to be perfectly bonded.  Of particular 
interest in bearing design are inclusions oriented in the y-z plane, with the long axis of 
 the inclusion lying in this plane (known as “out
have been favored orientations of inclusions for propensity of fatigue crack nucleation, as 
observed in historical data tracking historical failures of bearing components 
Figure 62. Out-of-plane inclusion 
 
As previously shown in Figure 
is the cylindrical roller axis direction.  
account for such inclusion orientations, and thus is a unique feature to a three
dimensional model such as the one presented here.    
 The applied Hertzian loading is based on a maximum contact pressure of 2.68 
GPa, correlating to a contact half
108 
-of-plane”), as shown in Figure 
orientation for the orientation effect study.
3, x is the rolling direction, y is the depth direction, and z 
A two-dimensional model in the x
 
-width of 344 µm, based on a radius of 12.83 mm and a 
62.  These 
[11]. 
 
 
-y plane cannot 
-
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bearing load of 1448 kN.  The cyclically applied bearing stresses are calculated at the 
depth of maximum Tresca stress, occurring at 267 µm.  Nine load steps per pass were 
conducted, as shown in Figure 23, and three full passes were made with the simulation.  
The small-scale volume element model was used, with an elastic inclusion and elasto-
plastic matrix zone and tetrahedral elements, as depicted in Figure 22.  The dimensions 
and mesh densities for the model are given in Table 10.  Note that mesh density increases 
near the inclusion, where plastic strain accumulation is largest.  Tetrahedral elements 
(ABAQUS code C3D4) were used for meshing [1]. 
 
Table 10. Dimensions of zones and mesh for inclusion orientation study. 
Zone Outer Dimensions 
Inclusion 50 x 10 x 10 µm 
Base Metal Matrix 150 x 150 x 150 µm 
Mesh Region Nominal Mesh Element Size 
Inclusion 1.25 µm 
Matrix Inner Boundary 1.25 µm 
Matrix Outer Edges 15 µm 
  
 
 Simulations were conducted for different inclusion orientations in 15-degree 
increments from zero to ninety degrees for the angle depicted in Figure 62.  This was 
accomplished via the aforementioned UTRACLOAD routine which rotates the applied 
rolling contact loads to the desired orientation, thus eliminating the need for re-meshing.  
The routine utilizes a tensor rotation scheme as given by Equation (34) to apply the 
appropriate traction boundary conditions for the desired rotation angle.   
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The total three-pass equivalent plastic strain accumulation for rotation angles of 
15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 degrees is shown in Figure 63, from left to right and top to 
bottom, respectively.   
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Figure 63. Equivalent plastic strain accumulation over three passes for (a) 15 degrees, (b) 
30 degrees, (c) 45 degrees, (d) 60 degrees, (e) 75 degrees, and (f) 90 degrees orientations. 
 
(a)                                                 (b)
(e)                                                 (f)
(c)                                                 (d)
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Although the load rotation method was used in this study, the coordinate systems for the 
contours in Figure 63 have been rotated to the same global orientation for easier visual 
comparison.  The areas of maximum plastic strain in all orientations tend to occur above 
and below the inclusion.  Much of this plastic strain will reach a shakedown and not 
accumulate after the first pass, so it is of interest to examine the ERPSI (Equation (28)), a 
fatigue indicator parameter, for the third pass at each orientation.  Shown in Figure 64 are 
the third-pass ERPSI for 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 degrees. 
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Figure 64. Third-pass ERPSI for (a) 15 degrees, (b) 30 degrees, (c) 45 degrees, (d) 60 
degrees, (e) 75 degrees, and (f) 90 degrees orientations. 
 
(a)                                                 (b)
(e)                                                 (f)
(c)                                                 (d)
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The accumulation of the ERPSI tends to occur at opposing diagonal corners of the 
inclusions at all orientations.  Shown in Figure 65 is the maximum ERPSI versus 
inclusion orientation.  
 
 
Figure 65. Third-pass ERPSI versus out-of-plane orientation of inclusion. 
 
The highest ERPSI accumulation and therefore lowest corresponding relative fatigue life 
occurs at forty-five degrees, with a steep gradient at lower angles and shallower at higher 
angles.  This FIP is indicative of the highly localized plastic behavior found surrounding 
the inclusion.   
The Fatemi-Socie parameter in Equation (31) was calculated in the regions 
immediately surrounding the inclusion based on the plastic strain accumulation during 
the third roller pass, and this fatigue indicator exhibits similar behavior to that of the 
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ERPSI.  An averaging of local values of adjacent elements of the Fatemi-Socie parameter 
using the plastic strain increment of the third pass is plotted versus the inclusion 
orientation angle in Figure 66.   
 
Figure 66. Fatemi-Socie parameter for third pass versus out-of-plane orientation of 
inclusion. 
 
These results indicate that an out-of-plane inclusion angle in the range of forty-
five to sixty degrees yields the highest value of the fatigue indicator parameter, and thus 
the highest likelihood for nucleation of a fatigue crack at the inclusion corresponding 
inclusion depth, translating to a lower relative fatigue life than other orientations within 
that plane.  This corresponds well with historical data that a moderate to steep out-of-
plane inclusion angle produces the highest rates of bearing failures and lower life spans 
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[11].  Both the ERPSI and the Fatemi-Socie fatigue indicator parameters exhibit similar 
behavior in this case, and they both indicate trends consistent with historical data.  
Therefore, in the case of inclusion orientation, the ERPSI and the Fatemi-Socie parameter 
are effective measures of relative fatigue life.   
 
4.2 Retained Austenite Effects Study 
To showcase the utility of the new two-phase material model, an investigation of 
the effect of initial volume fraction of retained austenite on the fatigue performance was 
conducted.  An elongated inclusion 10 x 10 x 50 µm with axis oriented in the z-direction 
was modeled at the depth of the maximum Tresca stress, with an applied Hertzian 
loading of 2.026 GPa, corresponding to a contact half-width of 260 µm.  This loading 
was selected as representative of that of a typical bearing bench test.   
The small-scale volume element model was again used, but for this study utilizes 
the three-zone partitioned meshing scheme as depicted in Figure 24 and Figure 25.  An 
inner elastic inclusion zone (as shown in Figure 24) is surrounded by the microplasticity 
zone (shown in Figure 25), which utilizes the new hybrid material model developed in 
Section 3.3.  Outside of the elastic-plastic zone, an outer isotropic elastic zone of base 
metal exists to smooth the transition of the applied Hertzian loading to the elastic-plastic 
region.  The dimensions and mesh densities for the model are given in Table 11.  Rather 
than a staggered mesh density as used in the previous demonstration study with 
tetrahedral elements, the solid brick elements (ABAQUS code C3D8R [1]) used here 
require a uniform mesh density with the partition method.   
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Table 11. Dimensions of zones and mesh for retained austenite study 
Zone Outer Dimensions 
Inclusion 50 x 10 x 10 µm 
Elastic-Plastic Base Metal 110 x 70 x 70 µm 
Elastic Base Metal 150 x 150 x 150 µm 
Mesh Region Nominal Mesh Element Size 
All 5 µm 
 
 
The metal matrix elements surrounding the inclusion are each given random 
lattice orientations to simulate a random texture as would be expected in the initial as-
processed material.  The gcn option is set to one, giving a mesh with one grain per 
element.  
Shown in Figure 67 are comparison views of the plastic strain distribution for the 
J2 homogeneous plasticity model at 2.68 GPa peak Hertzian contact pressure (in both a 
refined mesh, and the coarser block mesh required for the crystal plasticity model), and 
for a crystal plasticity model at 2.026 GPa peak Hertzian contact pressure.  The block 
meshing provides a coarser distribution of plastic strain, but of the same shape and 
pattern as that of the more fine tetrahedral mesh.  The use of block elements is well-
suited for the crystal plasticity model, which provides a more inhomogeneous distribution 
of plastic strains than that given by the J2 model.   
 Figure 67. Plastic strain r
= 2.68GPa, (c) Crystal plasticity block mesh, p
 
It is of interest to note that the J
plastic strains at the 2.026 GPa peak pressure because the localized response remains 
below the macroscopic yield strength.  This indicates the utility of 
plasticity model in capturing loca
model. 
 To demonstrate the crystal plasticity model’s advantages, three
contact simulations were conducted with different initial volume 
austenite between 0 and 22%, which is typically the largest percentage found in practical 
bearing manufacturing [
UMAT are those calibrated via the experiments and laid out in 
used remain the same, except for the initial critical dr
hardening parameter of transformation, Q.  These parameters vary with initial retained 
austenite according to Equations 
Table 12 are the values of these two parameters for the 
examined. 
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0 = 2.026GPa.
2 plasticity model does not capture any localized 
using the 
lized plastic strains not detected by a macroplasticity 
fractions of retained 
11].  The material parameters for input into the ABAQUS 
Table 9
iving stress, ( ( )crf λ
(121) and (122), respectively.  Given
different initial volume fractions 
 
2 block mesh, p0 
 
crystal 
-pass rolling 
.  All parameters 
)0 , and the direct 
 for reference in 
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Table 12. Transformation parameters for each used initial volume fraction of retained 
austenite. 
Initial volume fraction 
of retained austenite 
( )( )cr 0f λ
   (MPa) 
Q (MPa) 
0% N/A N/A 
4% 152.8 856.5 
7% 141.9 788.3 
10% 131 720 
13% 120 650 
16% 109.2 583.3 
19% 98.3 516.7 
22% 87.5 450 
 
 
The effects of retained austenite content on material response are significant.  
Large amounts of transformation in the material from austenite to martensite cause a 
volume expansion from face-centered to approximately a body-centered lattice structure.  
This induces additional compressive residual stresses locally that depend on the 
microstructure.  These simulations suggest that this has the effect of increasing the local 
accumulation of plastic strains.  Since the Hertzian rolling contact loading produces a 
compressive stress state, the two loadings (applied and residual) compound together, and 
add to the resolved shear stresses which activate the slip systems. 
For better visualization of fatigue indicator parameters, transformation amounts, 
and residual stresses in this study, all figures will shown only the elastic-plastic region 
identified in Figure 25.  Additionally, the figures afford a view of the region immediately 
 surrounding the inclusion via a cut along the y
same mesh, with a variation of the material parameters given in 
orientation of the elements is uniform for all cases, since the random orientations chosen 
by the ABAQUS UMAT are based on a formulation containing the element number.  
Using the same mesh gives the same distribution of grain orientations.
68, Figure 69, and Figure 
strain increment (ERPSI), as defined by Equation 
retained austenite. 
Figure 68. Third-pass ERPSI for 
120 
-z plane.  All of the simulations utilize the 
Table 
  
70 are contour plots of the third-pass effective ratcheting plastic 
(28), for 0%, 13%, and 22% initial 
0% initial volume fraction of retained austenite.
12.  Thus, the 
Shown in Figure 
 
 
 Figure 69. Third-pass ERPSI for 13% i
121 
nitial volume fraction of retained austenite.
 
 
 Figure 70. Third-pass ERPSI for 22% i
    
Due to the differences in response of the isotropic elastic elements surrounding 
the crystal plasticity region, some edge effect exists within one element of the boundary.
This is visible in the contours presented, along the outer edges of the microplast
Thus, the data collected for graph comparisons
plasticity elements.  The variation in ERPSI with initial volume fraction is shown in 
Figure 71.  Two values are presented, the maximum ERPSI found in the region 
(excluding elements on the outer
the crystal plasticity region
122 
nitial volume fraction of retained austenite.
 does not include the outer
-most boundary), and the average value of this FIP for 
 (also excluding the outer-most boundary). 
 
 
  
ic zone.  
-most crystal 
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Figure 71. ERPSI vs. initial volume fraction of retained austenite. 
 
The trend for both the maximum and average values is an increase with an 
increase in initial volume fraction, with some differences.  The average value of the 
ERPSI climbs fairly steadily with increasing RA.  The maximum ERPSI exhibits a 
steeper rate of climb following a period of minimal change in the smallest RA amounts.  
This can be attributable to the threshold value of the critical driving stress reaching a 
value at which the propensity for transform approaches the propensity for martensitic 
plasticity, in the approximate range of 4% to 7% RA.  
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Shown in Figure 
Fatemi-Socie Parameter (E
13%, and 22% initial retained austenite
contours, and amounts given in the comparison graphs exclude those elements’ values.  
Figure 72. Third-pass Fatemi 
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72, Figure 73, and Figure 74 are comparison views of the 
quation (31)), which was calculated over the third pass
.  The edge effects are again apparent in these 
Socie parameter for 0% initial volume fraction of 
austenite. 
 for 0%, 
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 Figure 73. Third-pass Fatemi 
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Socie parameter for 13% initial volume fraction of 
austenite. 
 
retained 
 Figure 74. Third-pass Fatemi 
 
Note that the magnitude and extent of th
increases with increasing retained austenite, indicating fatigue life degrades with 
increasing retained austenite.
two of the Fatemi-Socie Parameter as a function of initial retained austenite.  
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is fatigue performance metric 
  Figure 75 shows the maximum and average 
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values of the 
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Figure 75. Fatemi-Socie parameter vs. initial volume fraction of retained austenite. 
 
The maximum and average value data points present a pattern closely resembling 
the ERPSI graphs.  Thus, the two FIPs suggest similar trends, with fatigue performance 
degrading with increasing levels of retained austenite.   
 In addition to the plastic strain accumulation, it is of interest to examine the 
transformation strain and the evolution of the volume fraction of retained austenite during 
the rolling contact fatigue cycles.  Shown in Figure 76 and Figure 77 are contour plots of 
the volumetric transform strain accumulated for 13% and 22% initial retained austenite.  
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 All data points for both the maximum and average value of the volumetric transform 
strain are shown in Figure 
Figure 76. Volumetric transform strain for 
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78 versus percentage of initial retained austenite.
 
13% initial volume fraction of 
austenite. 
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 Figure 77. Volumetric transform strain for 
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Figure 78. Volumetric transform strain vs. initial volume fraction of retained austenite. 
  
 As expected, there is an increase in transformation strain with increasing initial 
retained austenite, as there is a decrease in the threshold for transformation with 
increasing austenite.  The left-hand side of both graphs is anchored at the origin, as no 
transformation can occur in the 0% initial RA case. 
 It is also of interest to examine the amount and distribution of transformation 
occurring in the crystal plastic region, expressed as a percentage of the whole volume that 
has transformed per element, in total over the three passes.  Shown in Figure 79 and 
Figure 80 are contour plots of the percentage of transformation by volume fraction.   
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 Figure 79. Volume fraction transformed
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 for 13% initial volume fraction of 
austenite. 
 
retained 
 Figure 80. Volume fraction transformed 
 
Of interest to note is that while some localized regions in both cases exhibit 
maximum transformation near 4%, there is much more comprehensive transformation 
occurring in the higher retained austenite case.  This is 
average percentages of volume fraction transformed 
percentage of initial retained austenite.
saturation value between 3.5% to 4% when the initial retained austenite is greater than 
10%, the average value is more distinctive, with a steadier rate of climb with initial 
volume fraction.   
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Figure 81. Volume fraction transformed vs. initial volume fraction of retained austenite. 
 
 The residual stress field is also of interest to examine.  The contours of the von 
Mises effective residual stresses for 0%, 13%, and 22% initial retained austenite for a 
step with no applied loading following the third roller pass are given in Figure 82, Figure 
83, and Figure 84.   
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 Figure 82. Von Mises effective residual stress
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 for 0% initial volume fraction of 
austenite. 
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 Figure 83. Von Mises effective residual stress
135 
 for 13% initial volume fraction of 
austenite. 
 
retained 
 Figure 84. Von Mises effective residual stress
 
All data points for both the maximum and average value of the 
stress are shown in Figure 
seen that for the case of 
stress is greatly reduced surrounding the
stress that the inclusion creates.  Th
von Mises effective residual stress, 
transformation strains.  This also 
residual stress field.    
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Figure 85. Von Mises effective residual stress vs. initial volume fraction of retained 
austenite. 
 
The hydrostatic residual stresses are shown in Figure 86, Figure 87, and Figure 88 
for 0%, 13%, and 22% initial retained austenite, respectively.   
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 Figure 86. Hydrostatic residual stress for 0% i
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(a) 
(b) 
nitial volume fraction of retained austenite 
-plane normal cut view.
 
 
 
 
 Figure 87. Hydrostatic residual stress for 1
for (a) x-plane normal cut view, and (b) z
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(a) 
(b) 
3% initial volume fraction of retained austenite 
-plane normal cut view.
 
 
 
 Figure 88. Hydrostatic residual stress for 22% i
for (a) x-plane normal cut view, and (b) z
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(a) 
(b) 
nitial volume fraction of retained austenite 
-plane normal cut view.
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 As with the case of the von Mises effective residual stress, the hydrostatic stress 
in the 0% initial retained austenite case exhibits a very regular-shaped pattern, where the 
inclusion is the central driving feature.  The 13% and 22% retained austenite cases 
present a more inhomogeneous response, with the transformation strains playing a 
significant role in the residual stresses compared with the inclusion.  Note that the “hot 
spots” for the hydrostatic residual stresses tend to occur in areas other than immediately 
adjacent to the inclusion in these cases.  The maximum positive, maximum negative, and 
average values of the hydrostatic residual stresses are shown in Figure 89 versus 
percentage of initial retained austenite. 
 
Figure 89. Hydrostatic residual stress vs. initial volume fraction of retained austenite. 
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 The hydrostatic state of stress at 0% initial retained austenite, as depicted in 
Figure 86, shows the compressive stress state above and below, and tensile stress state to 
the sides of the inclusion.  The symmetry of the positive and negative contours nets an 
average hydrostatic residual stress of approximately zero for the entire local region, 
however, as the maximum positive and negative values are nearly equal.  This pattern 
continues until 4% to 7% retained austenite, where previously it was shown that 
significant portions of the austenite become susceptible to transformation.  At initial 
volume fractions above this portion, we see a shift in the magnitude difference between 
the positive and negative maximum values, with the negative (compressive) maximums 
becoming much larger.  The average value also becomes compressive, as is expected 
because the transformation of retained austenite causes a volume expansion, thereby 
compressing grains adjacent to high-transformation areas.   
Of importance in this demonstration case is that the polycrystalline structure leads 
to localized plastic strain accumulation in regions that are not necessarily immediately 
adjacent to the inclusion.  For the 4145 (0% RA) case, the inclusion is the primary stress 
riser as indicated by the patterns in Figure 82 and Figure 86.  For the retained austenite 
cases (Figure 83, Figure 84, Figure 87 and Figure 88), localized transformations cause 
much more distributed residual stresses, due to the inhomogeneity in the transformation 
fields.  Transformation of the retained austenite increases the heterogeneity of the 
residual stress field, and it also tends to have a blunting effect on the inclusion’s ability to 
induce plastic strain accumulation.  The high residual stresses imposed by the volume 
fractions transformed does nevertheless raise the fatigue indicator parameters (ERPSI and 
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Fatemi-Socie parameter) to higher values than when the steel is fully martensitic and the 
inclusion is the primary driver for fatigue crack nucleation.   
This is a key finding of the demonstration case.  The increased presence of 
retained austenite gives way to higher fatigue indicator parameter values and thus lower 
relative fatigue life, due to the presence of the large volumetric expansion strain of 
transformation which occurs during the rolling contact fatigue passes.  Previous 
numerical models for rolling contact fatigue have not been able to demonstrate this, 
though historical data does find a correlation between increased retained austenite and 
reduced bearing component life [11]. 
The fatigue indicators examined, ERPSI and the Fatemi-Socie parameter, exhibit 
similar patterns in both the maximum value and average value curves against initial 
retained austenite, as seen in Figure 71 and Figure 75.  This indicates that ratcheting and 
cyclic plastic drivers both contribute significantly, and are both effective measures of the 
microstructures’ effect on relative performance when studying volume fraction effects, as 
in this demonstration.     
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 
 
5.1 Advances and Innovations 
The approach presented here is designed to determine the relative rolling contact 
fatigue performance as a function of microstructural attributes.  Several challenges were 
addressed.  First, fully three-dimensional finite element modeling allows for end effects 
to be captured that were not previously possible with two-dimensional plane-strain 
models.  This additional capability provides for a more realistic assessment of inclusion 
morphology and arbitrary orientations.     
 
Due to the nature of the volume-element model, the fatigue indicator parameters 
can be efficiently calculated for inclusion concentrations at a given depth within the 
bearing race.  By modeling the cyclic deformation in detail only near the inclusion, much 
computational time can be saved over larger finite element models that include material 
up to the surface.  The prescribed traction boundary conditions, based on the subsurface 
stress state, can be calculated for any arbitrary orientation by matrix rotation, thus giving 
the user the ability to mesh only once for a given inclusion shape, and alter the traction 
conditions to simulate different depths and orientations of the inclusion.  The 
demonstration case in Section 4.1 has given the effect of out-of-plane inclusion 
orientation on relative fatigue performance, which was previously unattainable with two-
dimensional finite element models. 
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Two crystal plasticity models were developed:  a fully martensite model based on 
quenched and tempered 4145 steel response and a hybrid model that includes both 
martensite and austenite phases with additional internal state variable to track the volume 
fraction of retained austenite.  By accounting for stress-assisted transformation of the 
volume fraction evolution of the retained austenite, the residual stress state due to the 
inelastic transform strains are accounted for and their effect on subsequent accumulation 
of the cyclic plastic strains is determined.  Thus, important links between the initial 
volume fraction of retained austenite and fatigue indicator parameters (and thus relative 
fatigue performance) considering initial phase distributions can be drawn with this 
approach.  The demonstration case in Section 4.2 highlights the utility of this material 
model.  It was shown that increased amounts of initial retained austenite caused higher 
accumulations of plastic strains, as well as large compressive residual stresses, blunting 
the effect of the inclusion but inducing higher candidate driving forces for fatigue crack 
nucleation.   
 
The fatigue indicator parameters examined included a ratcheting-based parameter 
(ERPSI), as well as a critical-plane approach parameter driven by plastic shear strain 
amplitude (Fatemi-Socie).  Both of these parameters exhibited similar behavior in 
relation to the microstructural variables in the demonstration cases, indicating that both 
ratcheting and cyclic behavior are important to the rolling contact fatigue scenarios 
presented, and both should be examined via the respective fatigue indicator parameters 
for determination if certain microstructural situations may promote one mechanism of 
crack nucleation over the other.   
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5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
Given the highly modular state of the tools developed in this method, the 
techniques lend themselves to other uses.  The dual-phase transform material model can 
be placed in any geometric problem, and is not unique to the bearing loading case.  Other 
austenitic-martensitic dual-phase steels can be calibrated to use the formulation as well.  
Such would be the case with gear and TRIP steels, as the two are similar in 
microstructural nature.  The geometric model simulating the rolling contact loading for 
bearings can similarly be teamed with a completely different material model as needed, 
for the case of ceramic bearings for example.  This is a key feature of this method: its 
modularity. 
Another additional feature that could be added to the material model would be 
temperature dependence.  This could involve alteration of the current parameters as a 
function of steady-state temperature, and/or inclusion of a thermal expansion deformation 
gradient in the formulation.  For many bearing applications, the service temperature is of 
primary concern.  Thus, if a customer desired to use bearings in a range of temperature 
environments, the usefulness of altering material parameters based on temperature is 
quite apparent.  This would require further test data for implementation: elevated-
temperature tensile and compressive tests would be required to determine the impact of 
the elevated temperatures on the stress-strain response and material parameters would be 
re-calibrated based on these curves.  Then, relationships could be drawn between the 
yielding and hardening parameters in order to make them a function of the service 
temperature.  In addition, thermal expansion measurements would need to be made to 
 allow for thermal expansion strains to be introduced into the model as a function of 
temperature.  Inclusion of dependence on temperature could capture the effects of 
different elastic-plastic behavior of the base metal, 
assisted transformation, as well as additional residual stresses caused by the expansion of 
the bearing material under a temperature increase.
 Another microstructural feature
variations with depth, such as that 
examining this phenomena is depicted in 
Figure 90. Carbon content variation scheme for possible use with the sub
 
In order to implement this into the model, material response curves would need to be 
generated for samples with several carbon contents, with other parameters (such as 
retained austenite) being kept as consistent as possible.  
be fit to each of the curves, noting the adjustments necessary in the material parameters.  
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 which could be examined is
associated with case hardening.  
Figure 90.   
The material model would then 
-
 carbon content 
A scheme for 
 
-model. 
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Comparison of this data and how the carbon content affects the yielding and hardening 
parameters would allow for making these a function of the carbon content, specified as an 
input in the ABAQUS UMAT.    
 Within the geometric model, further modifications are possible.  One such usage 
would be for gear loadings and tractive rolling, in which a tangential loading component 
would be added to the applied traction state.  This would be fairly simple to implement, 
as it involves a further set of singular integral equations added to the stress state already 
calculated from the normal surface contact.  Tests would need to be conducted to 
determine the effective frictional coefficient between the two contact surfaces, and this 
parameter would be required as an input in the UTRACLOAD subroutine in ABAQUS.  
The tractive loads would then be superimposed as boundary conditions along with those 
caused by normal contact loading.   
In addition, an area of interest to examine would be the state of adhesion between 
the inclusion and the base metal matrix.  Currently, studies with this model have used an 
assumed perfectly-bonded interface between the two regions.  However, the geometric 
finite element model can be adapted to allow for a partially de-bonded inclusion 
interface, or even a cracked inclusion.  Within these de-bonded areas, different frictional 
characteristics can be applied, from frictionless to rough contact.  Thus, the model could 
aid in determination of the worst-case scenario regarding grain-inclusion interface 
conditions within the steel.   
The influence of texture formed during rolling is another area that could be 
investigated.  As observed by Voskamp [56], the type of texture formed, as a function of 
loading and temperature, can have a significant effect on spall formation.  Creation of a 
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numerical model to track texture, and whether its formation makes the microstructure less 
resistant to fatigue, would be of interest to develop.   
 The many studies and modifications possible with this method of rolling contact 
fatigue modeling represent a significant contribution to analysis in the field, and allow for 
future studies that further the understanding of the influence of the microstructure of the 
material on the fatigue performance. 
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APPENDIX A:  MARTENSITIC CRYSTAL PLASTICITY SLIP SYSTEMS 
 
Slip 
System 
( )
Ls
α
  
(Slip direction vector in local 
coordinates) [33] 
( )
Lm
α

 (Slip plane normal direction 
vector in local coordinates) [33] 
1 -0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.707107 0.707107 0 
2 0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 0.707107 0.707107 0 
3 0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.707107 -0.70711 0 
4 0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 0.707107 -0.70711 0 
5 0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 0.707107 0 0.707107 
6 -0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.707107 0 0.707107 
7 0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.707107 0 -0.70711 
8 0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 0.707107 0 -0.70711 
9 0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 0 0.707107 0.707107 
10 0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 0 0.707107 0.707107 
11 0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0 0.707107 -0.70711 
12 -0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0 0.707107 -0.70711 
13 0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 0.408248 0.408248 0.816497 
14 0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 -0.40825 0.408248 0.816497 
15 -0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.408248 -0.40825 0.816497 
16 0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.408248 0.408248 -0.8165 
17 0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 0.408248 0.816497 0.408248 
18 0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 -0.40825 0.816497 0.408248 
19 0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.408248 -0.8165 0.408248 
20 -0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.408248 0.816497 -0.40825 
21 -0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.816497 0.408248 0.408248 
22 0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 -0.8165 0.408248 0.408248 
23 0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 0.816497 -0.40825 0.408248 
24 0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 0.816497 0.408248 -0.40825 
25 0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 0.267261 0.534522 0.801784 
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26 0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 -0.26726 0.534522 0.801784 
27 -0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.267261 -0.53452 0.801784 
28 0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.267261 0.534522 -0.80178 
29 0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 0.267261 0.801784 0.534522 
30 0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 -0.26726 0.801784 0.534522 
31 0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.267261 -0.80178 0.534522 
32 -0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.267261 0.801784 -0.53452 
33 0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 0.534522 0.267261 0.801784 
34 0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 -0.53452 0.267261 0.801784 
35 -0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.534522 -0.26726 0.801784 
36 0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.534522 0.267261 -0.80178 
37 0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 0.534522 0.801784 0.267261 
38 0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 -0.53452 0.801784 0.267261 
39 0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.534522 -0.80178 0.267261 
40 -0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.534522 0.801784 -0.26726 
41 -0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.801784 0.267261 0.534522 
42 0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 -0.80178 0.267261 0.534522 
43 0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 0.801784 -0.26726 0.534522 
44 0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 0.801784 0.267261 -0.53452 
45 -0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 0.801784 0.534522 0.267261 
46 0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 -0.80178 0.534522 0.267261 
47 0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 0.801784 -0.53452 0.267261 
48 0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 0.801784 0.534522 -0.26726 
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APPENDIX B:  AUSTENITIC TRANSFORMATION SYSTEMS 
 
Transform 
System 
( )
L
ˆb α

 (Transformation direction 
vector in local coordinates) [50] 
( )
Ln
α

  (Habit plane normal vector in 
local coordinates) [50] 
1 -0.1906 0.6311 -0.7520 0.1711 -0.5666 -0.8060 
2 0.1906 -0.6311 -0.7520 -0.1711 0.5666 -0.8060 
3 -0.6311 0.1906 -0.7520 0.5666 -0.1711 -0.8060 
4 0.6311 -0.1906 -0.7520 -0.5666 0.1711 -0.8060 
5 0.1906 0.6311 -0.7520 -0.1711 -0.5666 -0.8060 
6 -0.1906 -0.6311 -0.7520 0.1711 0.5666 -0.8060 
7 -0.6311 -0.1906 -0.7520 0.5666 0.1711 -0.8060 
8 0.6311 0.1906 -0.7520 -0.5666 -0.1711 -0.8060 
9 -0.1906 -0.7520 0.6311 0.1711 -0.8060 -0.5666 
10 0.1906 -0.7520 -0.6311 -0.1711 -0.8060 0.5666 
11 -0.6311 -0.7520 0.1906 0.5666 -0.8060 -0.1711 
12 0.6311 -0.7520 -0.1906 -0.5666 -0.8060 0.1711 
13 0.1906 -0.7520 0.6311 -0.1711 -0.8060 -0.5666 
14 -0.1906 -0.7520 -0.6311 0.1711 -0.8060 0.5666 
15 -0.6311 -0.7520 -0.1906 0.5666 -0.8060 0.1711 
16 0.6311 -0.7520 0.1906 -0.5666 -0.8060 -0.1711 
17 -0.7520 0.1906 -0.6311 -0.8060 -0.1711 0.5666 
18 -0.7520 -0.1906 0.6311 -0.8060 0.1711 -0.5666 
19 -0.7520 0.6311 -0.1906 -0.8060 -0.5666 0.1711 
20 -0.7520 -0.6311 0.1906 -0.8060 0.5666 -0.1711 
21 -0.7520 -0.1906 -0.6311 -0.8060 0.1711 0.5666 
22 -0.7520 0.1906 0.6311 -0.8060 -0.1711 -0.5666 
23 -0.7520 0.6311 0.1906 -0.8060 -0.5666 -0.1711 
24 -0.7520 -0.6311 -0.1906 -0.8060 0.5666 0.1711 
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